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During the autumn of 2015 one of the largest refugee crisis in Europe occurred. About 60 

million refugees were forced to flee their homes and about one third of them were seeking 

protection in Europe. Sweden was one of the countries that received most refugees per capita 

before they decided that they could not handle the situation any more. This paper examines 

the discursive representation of refugees by the Swedish government, and especially the 

discursive change that occurred in November, 2015. Using Critical Discourse Analysis, the 

study focus on four texts provided by the government. The study compares the discourse of 

these four texts with the drastic increase of refugees during the time period to examine how 

that affected the discourse.  

The analysis reveals that the government had the ambition to persist to their ideological 

standpoints in their discourse. However, since the actions they implemented strived against 

their ideologies their discourse became confound and repetitive. At the same time as the 

government tried to draw on their ideology of solidarity, they used discourse strategies 

connected to an elite racism discourse to defend their actions. Previous research says that 

discourse change is characterized by conversely or inconsistent elements, and this study has 

come to the same conclusion. The government seemed “forced” to change their discourse 

which led to an inconsistency of styles and vocabulary. The government still tried to use a 

humane discourse, but when they presented their new policy they distanced themselves from 

the refugees by using aggregation or simply removing them as actors.  
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1 Introduction 
Five years of war in Syria have forced around 4.8 million people to flee across borders. 

Another 6.6 million Syrians are internally displaced. The war in Syria has created the biggest 

refugee and displacement crisis of our time (unhcr.org). The amount of refugees seeking 

asylum in EU put the fundamental principles for a regulated migration out of play. Since July 

2015, the development has reached a dimension that puts higher demands on both the EU-

cooperation, and individual countries ability to handle the massive increase of refugees.  

In Sweden, one of the most important political questions among the people during 2015 

relates to immigration and integration issues (Sifo 1, 2015). At the end of August, the media 

reports about sunken boats in the Mediterranean Sea and hundreds of refugees found dead, 

and yet other reports regarding the finding of 50 asphyxiated refugees in a truck in Austria 

(Asplid, Lindén and Lundberg, 2015). Just one week later, September 2, 2015, the iconic 

picture depicting a three-year-old boy washed up on a Turkish beach made global headlines. 

The image of the drown three year old boy was an “eye-opener” for the western world about 

the war in Syria, and suddenly politicians and government´s all over the (western) world 

realised that they needed to shape a more human approach to immigration and integration 

issues (Kingsley and Timur, 2015). On September 6, 2015 Swedish Prime Minister Stefan 

Löfven delivered a speech at a gathering for refugees stating “My Europe do not build walls” 

(regeringen.se, authors translation). Within only three months the Swedish government’s 

discourse on refugees changed drastically. From being one of the most open and supportive 

countries towards refugees, Sweden became one of the most restrictive countries in Europe for 

refugee entry. In November 2015 the government decided to close the borders and insert ID 

controls on the trains from Denmark. The Swedish government´s political discourse went from 

having an individualisation and humanisation approach, to be about numbers and societal 

burden. This study aims to analyse the government´s discourse change during this refugee 

crisis. How did the increase of refugees seeking to Sweden change the government´s discourse? 

And, how did the discourse correspond with the government´s political ideologies? People 

acquire, express and reproduce ideology through the use of language (Chilton, 2004). 

Therefore, to analyse which ideologies are reflected in the discourse a critical discourse analysis 

is most relevant.  By using a critical discourse analysis this study examines how events forced 

the government to take decisions that strived against their appraisals, and how this shaped a 

change in their discourse about refugees. Discourse changes occurring this rapidly is 

uncommon. Usually discourse changes over time as a consequence of hegemony. This study 

therefore aims to contribute with knowledge about political discourse changes over short time 

periods. 
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The importance of language in the construction of states have been more crucial than 

many historians and political scientists acknowledge. During the nineteenth century, literary 

elites in different countries promoted that linguistic identity was essential to political identity 

(Chilton, 2004). It is through language that different views of the world (ideas, values and 

identities) can be promoted, and maybe even naturalised. How we act, maintain and regulate 

our societies is intertwined with language (Machin and Mayr, 2012). Different political 

associations are defined by shared perceptions of values, and language function as an 

‘indicator’ for these shared perceptions by telling the group members what is deemed right and 

wrong (Chilton, 2004). People and groups present themselves through the choice of language 

and, depending on the context, people speak and act in ways that are considered appropriate 

for the situation. This way of communicating is something taught from a young age through 

the family, formal education and society in whole (Wodak, 2012). But, what is language? 

Chilton suggests that we separate a language (such as English, German or French) from 

language, which is the “universal genetically transmitted ability of humans to acquire any 

language, and often more than one” (p.9). He continues by arguing that even this distinction 

can be misleading since ‘languages’ differ immensely across geographical and social space. 

Additionally, he claims that there are variations of language structure such as pronunciation, 

syntax, vocabulary and word-forms. There is also a third distinguish of language, which is the 

use of language, referred as discourse. The discourse manifests ‘who we are’, and through 

discourse people define reality (Wodak, 2012). It is through discourse the shared values, beliefs 

or, as we shall refer it to in this text, ideologies are mediated. Ideologies have numerous 

cognitive and social functions. They organize and ground the shared social representations in 

an (ideological) group and, as mentioned earlier, political associations are defined by their 

shared ideologies. Ideologies are the ultimate basis of discourse and they allow members to 

organize and coordinate their actions as a group. “They function as part of the sociocognitive 

interface between social structures (conditions, etc.) of groups on the one hand and their 

discourses and other social practices on the other hand” (van Dijk, 2007, p.117). Ideology have 

traditionally been associated with the Marxist science of class society, and how interests and 

power of the dominating classes is hidden in institutions and language (Berglez and Olausson, 

2008).  Today, ideology is used more broadly to conceptualise the socially shared beliefs 

systems of a collectivity (van Dijk, 2007). And, “political discourse involves the promotion of 

representations, and a persuasive feature of representations is the evident need for political 

speakers to imbue their utterances with evidence, authority and truth” (Chilton, 2004, p.23). 
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2 Background 
In this study, since the political discourse is very much affected by events, state and society 

are regarded as interconnected spheres. Hence, to fully understand why the political 

discourse changed so drastically, we need to know about the events that occurred during this 

time period. This chapter will briefly explain how the refugee crisis evolved in Sweden, 

followed by a short introduction of the Swedish parliament, and the two parties in the 

Swedish government during this time period. Following, the aim and limitations of this study 

will be presented. 

 

2.1 History 
Every year the Migration Agency [Migrationsverket] in Sweden releases five prognosis 

with analyses of which operations can be conducted with available capital, and eventual 

differences between these available capital. Their task is also to explain the need for capital 

among the different operations. In July, 2015, their fourth prognosis said, that even though the 

number of unaccompanied children in Europe were increasing the total number of asylum 

seekers in Sweden would be less than expected. The prognosis suggested that about 74 000 

people would seek asylum in Sweden during 2015, a lower number than the amount asylum 

seekers in Sweden during 2014 (migrationsverket.se1). However, at the time of the release for 

the July prognosis, the number of asylum seekers increased drastically. In July and August, 

about 9000 asylum seekers per week arrived to Sweden. 

In September, the picture of Alan raised an awareness about the refugee crisis, not only 

among the politicians, but also among the citizens of Sweden. Sweden showed solidarity and 

people helped donations and working as volunteering. In September 2015, the amount of 

asylum seekers doubled from 12, 000 in August to 24, 000 (migrationsverket.se 3). The 

Migration Agency announced that their system for the asylum reception could no longer coped 

(migrationsverket.se 2). They were prepared for refugees, but not for the mass influx. As a 

response to that, the organisation Refugees Welcome Sweden was founded. Their primary aim 

was to organize places for the refugees to live, one task the Migration Agency could no longer 

handle properly (refugees-welcome.se). In mid September the police inserted the national 

‘Special Event Alma’, which purpose is to make it easier for the police to prioritize their work 

during extraordinary events (polisen.se 2). Focus, came to be on the reception of refugees and 

to secure order and safety at their arrivals.  

By the end of September 2015, the refugee receptions seemed to increase even more and 

the police announced that they would put the Special Event Alma in phase two (polisen.se 1). 

Approximately 40 000 refugees searched for asylum in Sweden during October 

(migrationsverket.se 3), and for the police phase two included the possibility to implement  
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inner foreign controls when needed. The inner foreign controls can be inserted only if there is 

a reason for the police to believe that the foreigner is illegally in Sweden, or if there are other 

specific reasons to implement the control. The law says that foreigners need to be able to show 

passport or other documents that can prove that the person has the right to sojourn in Sweden 

(polisen.se 3). 

In the beginning of October 2015, the government gave the Swedish Civil Contingencies 

Agency [Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap, MSB] the responsibility to coordinate 

responsible actor’s management on a national level, according to the refugee situation in 

Sweden. One of the major challenges they needed to solve was the critical lack of 

accommodation sites. Extraordinary solutions were needed and the Migration Agency alerted 

that they might be long-lasting. Around 19, 500 unaccompanied children had arrived to 

Sweden when the Migration Agency released their fifth prognosis, more than 12 000 more 

compared to the total amount of the unaccompanied children during 2014. The County 

Administrative Boards [Länsstyrelserna] around Sweden reported how the system of 

reception was exposed to great strain, and how the municipalities struggled to find 

accommodation for all the children (migrationsverket.se 2).  

On October 6, Malmö City [Malmö Stad] raised their crisis emergency to phase two, 

Severe Occurrence. Their definition for Severe Occurrence is “a crisis that can not be 

satisfactory taken care of within the frame of the concerned administrations crisis 

management organisation. A Severe Occurrence demand support and/or coordination on a 

central level” (malmo.se, authors translation). 5,381 unaccompanied children had been taken 

care of by the social recourse management in Malmö City between January and September, 

which was almost 4,000 more unaccompanied children than during 2014. Their reason for 

inserting crisis emergency to phase two, Severe Occurrence, was simply because the struggle 

to find homes, food and requisition was too high, and their aim was to collect the city’s 

resources and make it easier when deciding on joint actions (malmo.se).  

In the Migration Agency’s October prognosis, they suggested four different scenarios for 

the EU-solutions of the refugee crisis. They stated that the outcomes for the different options 

could not be valued in a quantitative way since the external factors changed so rapidly over 

such a short time. The four different scenarios were presented by the Migration Agency 

included 1) Absence of EU-coordination: Saying that the member countries of EU do not 

succeed to find joint solutions, and the situation will continue as present; 2) Half-hearted 

compromises: Saying that the member countries of EU succeed to compromise and that EU 

partly succeed to stabilise the present situation; 3) National border controls: Saying that the 

Schengen Agreement within EU abrogates indefinitely and that national border controls are 

implemented; 4) Successful EU-regulation: Saying that the member countries of EU succeed 
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to implement a successful form of asylum regulation, for example through redistribution 

mechanism.  

Further in their prognosis they say that; “if the present situation of the refugee reception 

stays unchanged, that is, that the absence of EU-cooperation continues, 170 000 asylum 

seekers or more will arrive during 2016” (migrationsverket.se 2, authors translation). 

These events along with the final prognosis from the Migration Agency was the basic data 

used by the government to call upon action.  On November 11, 2015, the government 

announced that border controls will be implemented, effective November 12, 2015, at 

12.00p.m.   
 

2.2 Swedish parliament 
There are eight parties in the Swedish parliament. The parties are dived into two blocks 

where one side is more to the “left” and one side is more to the “right”. The “left” side call 

themselves The Red-Greens [De rödgröna] where The Social Democrats 

[Socialdemokraterna], The left Party [Vänsterpartiet] and The Swedish Green Party 

[Miljöpartiet det Gröna] is included. On the “right” side The Moderate Party [Nya 

Moderaterna], The Center Party [Centerpartiet], The Liberals [Liberalerna] and The Christian 

Democrats [Kristdemokraterna] form The Alliance [Alliansen]. The Social Democrats is the 

biggest party within the Red-Greens and The Moderate Party is the biggest party within the 

Alliance. The third biggest party in the parliament is The Swedish Democrats 

[Sverigedemokraterna] who for long has had immigration as one of their main questions. They 

do not belong to any block since the other parties do not want to cooperate with them. The 

“mass immigration” as they state is, are in their opinion considered to have negative effects on 

the Swedish welfare system (sd.se). This is something that all the other parties in the 

parliament has objected to. Especially The Left party and The Swedish Green Party. The Left 

Party even implemented a campaign of how to argument against The Swedish Democrats and 

their voters (vansterpartiet.se). The Swedish Green Party has stated that they will never 

cooperate with The Swedish Democrats, and also that they will never be a fifth party in the 

Alliance (miljöpartiet.se 1).  

The Swedish government is a coalition government between the two parties The Social 

Democrats and The Swedish Green Party. Since the Social Democrats is the biggest of the two 

parties they have more cabinet Minister positions, and their leader Stefan Löfven is Sweden’s 

Prime Minister. The Swedish Green party is a relative small party. According to a poll in 

September 2015, they had 7.2% of the votes (sifo.se).    

The following sections will give a deeper presentation of the two parties in the Swedish 

government, and their ideologies.  
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2.3 Social Democrats 
The Social Democrats party was founded in 1889. Since the inception, the relationship 

with trade unions have been intimate. Their main issue, that also became one of the symbols 

for the party’s aim to work in a democratic way through reforms, was the common right to vote. 

During this era, the working class was excluded from the right to vote in municipally and 

governmental elections. Since only the rich people were allowed to vote the trade unions, with 

no political power at all, had to struggle to maintain their political union activities.  The high 

society in Sweden tried to shut down the Social Democratic opinions by inserting the anti-

socialist law which assigned the public danger of Social Democratic endeavours. The party 

became the workers voice for the coordination in both political and trade union questions. 

Their demand for the common right to vote, and eight-hour workday became rapidly popular 

among the working class.  In 1889, it was decided, by the Socialist International Congress, that 

May 1st would be Worker’s Demonstration Day. May 1st is an important for the working class 

all over the world, and in 1938, the day became a public holiday in Sweden 

(socialdemokraterna.se).  

The primary appraisals for the Social Democrats is Freedom, Equality and Solidarity. 

The concept of freedom for the Social Democrats is liberation from other people’s suppression 

and sovereignty. It is about the right to think freely, contend apprehension and to freely 

develop opinions. But it is also about the right to have a dignified life, with access to food and 

a place to live. The Socio-Democratic politic aims to protect the weakest people in society, the 

people who struggle to assert themselves. With the concept of Equality, the party advocate the 

right of freedom for everybody. That acknowledges people’s right to be different, but yet equally 

valuable. Equality is the freedom for everybody to be accepted regardless how they shape their 

lives, and the right to adopt a personal lifestyle. Social Democrats often use the word “justice” 

as a synonym to equality, but the word justice can have different meanings depending on the 

values of the person using it. The endeavour of equality means a desire to equalise major 

differences in living conditions and income, for example. The final concept that creates the 

primary appraisal for the Social Democrats, is solidarity. For the party the concept of solidarity 

is about responsibility and sympathy, more precisely responsibility to act on the solidarity for 

other people. Solidarity is not to be seen as self-sacrifice, it is mutually confidence between 

people. Solidarity could deem on charity, but to have a society built on charity comes with risks. 

The individual in need could end up in an exposed situation, dependently on continued charity. 

However, in a society built on solidarity in a Socio Democratic way, privilege is centred. This 

implies that there should be a safety net in society, and that decisions should be taken 

democratically and comprise everybody (Gustavsson and Hanson, 2012).  

The social democracy is a liberation of freedom. The three concepts mention above are 

all connected. Equality is required for everybody’s freedom, and to accomplish equality and 
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freedom people need to support each other, hence solidarity is required (Gustavsson and 

Hanson, 2012). 

 
2.4 Swedish Green Party 

During late 1970s people started taking an interest for environmental issues. One of the 

main sources for power was nuclear, and many politicians advocated how safe it was. “Nuclear 

is safe, and it is impossible for an accident to occur”, that was what many voices said (Gahrton, 

2001). However, the partial nuclear meltdown that occurred on Three Mile Island in 1979 

raised the debate on whether this was true or not. In 1980 there was a referendum about 

nuclear and the result aroused the environmental movement to found their own party to raise 

environmental issues in the parliament. Swedish Green Party was founded in 1981 by Per 

Garthon as a consequence of the failed confidence for the established parties, among the 

people, after the referendum (miljopartiet.se). The reason for the failed confidence was that 

the three ballots in the referendum had the options yes, yes and no. The fact that there were 

two ballots with identical text on the front page saying yes to nuclear, where the second line 

was winning with 0.4% over the third line saying no, was the major reason for the voters to feel 

betrayed, and many referred to it as a world record in manipulation. The result said that there 

were going to be a winding-up for the nuclear, but not within ten years as the no-side wanted 

(Gahrton, 2001).  

In the beginning the party struggled to get accepted, and people told them that they 

would never reach the parliament because it was impossible to start new parties in Sweden. 

Their politics were not regarded as necessary by the established parties since they already 

considered themselves to talk about environmental issues. However, in 1988 they were the first 

party to enter the parliament in 70 years (Gahrton, 2001).  

Today, Swedish Green Party portrays itself as part of a global green movement that strive 

to form a world where everybody can live decent lives without diminishing the world for future 

generations.  Their aim is to conduct a policy within environmental frames, with apprehension 

about the dependence between people and nature. Similar to the Social Democrats, the 

Swedish Green Party wants to be a voice for the ones that are forgotten in the political debate. 

Central for their appraisal is solidarity, and their ideology build on solidarity from three 

aspects. First, solidarity with animals, nature and the ecological system. Secondly, solidarity 

with future generations, and finally, solidarity with people from all over the world 

(miljopartiet.se, authors translation). The Swedish Green Party´s policy suggest that 

everything is connected and dependent on each other. They profile themselves as a political 

alternative for voters who acknowledge the challenges in the world today, and the ones who 

are willing to face the challenges with an active policy that makes a difference. Another 

important question for the party is to elicitate discrimination and unsustainable power 
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structures in society.  The party calls themselves a feminist party, and similar to the Social 

Democrats they act for every human´s the right to adopt a personal lifestyle. They believe that 

differences among people enriches diversity, equality and gender equality and that these 

differences are the foundation for a justly society (miljopartiet.se 2).  

 

2.5 Aim and research questions  
The aim of this study is to contribute with knowledge about political discourse changes 

over short time periods. Discourse is often connected to parties’ ideologies, and therefore it is 

uncommon that the discourse change rapidly. However, even though ideology is considered to 

be passably stable, it is not incommutable. Ideology is used to sustain ruling power relations, 

and in order to do so they sometimes slightly need to change (Berglez and Olausson, 2008). 

However, the rapid ideological discourse change that the Swedish government did about the 

refugees is uncommonly seen. During a time period of only three months the government’s 

discourse made an “about-face”. Contrary to a speech the Prime Minister held in September 

2015, stating he was “mourning for the people dying”, he held a press conference in November 

2015 that “the system can not cope anymore” (regeringen.se, authors translation).  

Previous research has shown that the public discourse about refugees, asylum seekers 

and immigrants are very similar to the political-, and other elite institutions discourses (van 

Dijk, 2002). Therefore, it is important to study the political discourse and how they might 

contribute to the social construction of refugees. This study will examine how the Swedish 

government spoke about the refugees during the refugee crisis in autumn 2015. The purpose 

of this study is to examine the government´s construction of certain social groups (refugees) 

through discourse, and how the use of linguistic (micro) mechanisms may affect the 

representation of social groups. Furthermore, the study will examine the (macro) strategies 

employed by the government in the discursive formation of refugees.  

 

The questions enquired for this research are; 

1.) What features the government´s political discourse in the beginning, given their 

political ideology? 

2.) What features the government´s political discourse after the about-face, and how 

did they motivate the change of discourse? 
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Limitations 

Political speeches are argumentative and the aim is always to convince. Analysing a 

speech by just looking at the discourse will leave some important information out. A lot of the 

rhetoric strategies of convincing people lie within the body language, intonation, stress, and 

the power of voice and tempo (Lagerholm, 2008). Even though there is a difference between a 

speech and a press conference, the aim to convince is the same and the rhetoric strategies is 

similar. However, since the main purpose of this study is not examine how the government use 

speeches to try and convince people, but to see the discursive changes, the analysis will only 

focus on the language use, that is the text it self. Therefore, for this analysis I equate the speech 

with the three press conferences I am using for the analysis.   
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3 Previous research  
This chapter present the existing studies and research about the field of interest. Since there 

is a gap within the research about rapid discourse changes the chapter focuses on previous 

research about representation of refugees, asylum seekers and immigrants, and discuss the 

theoretical research about discourse change in the end.  

 

There are many studies conducted on the construction of refugees, asylum seekers and 

immigrants (henceforth RASIM) as the Others or out-groups in the newspapers. The media 

representation of RASIM is mainly negative (Klocker and Dunn 2003, McKay, Thomas and 

Warrick Blood 2011, KhosraviNiks 2010a, Thweatt 2005, Gabrielatos and Baker 2008), and 

the negative attitude toward refugees and immigrants has increased over the years 

(KhosraviNiks 2010a, Thweatt 2005). Wodak (2012) writes about how RASIM often are 

collapsed into groups and categorized as “foreign” or “other”. They are then blamed for many 

problems in society, making them the scapegoats of our era.  

KhosraviNik´s (2010a) study discusses “some of the most typical discursive strategies […] 

partly drawing on formal and ideological differences among the newspapers” (p.2). The 

findings showed that the discourse topics could be grouped in terms of different time periods 

or events, what kind of newspaper it was, tabloid or broadsheets, or political orientation of the 

newspaper. The last-mentioned leads us into our study. Hence, Van Klingeren, Boomgaarden, 

Vliegenthart and de Vreese (2015) found in their research that the real-world immigration 

numbers have little impact on the people’s attitudes towards immigrants; however, the tone in 

the newspapers does play a large role in shaping those attitudes. Journalism is a discursive re-

construction of reality, and journalist are rarely the first hand source of information. Rather, 

other social actors (politicians for example) serve, in a direct or indirect way, as sources of 

information (Carvalho, 2008). And, to mobilise support and confirming legitimacy of status 

quo the state is reliant upon the media (van Dijk, 1991). This study focuses on the political 

discourse, but in order to understand dialectal relation between the government´s discourse 

and social constructions, it is important to understand the relationship between the state, 

media and the public. Further on this chapter will however focus on the political discourse 

about RASIM.   

 

3.1 Political discourse about RASIM 
The political discourse in Europe about the Others have changed throughout the years, 

going from openly derogating people of Asian or African origin, to more antiracist after World 

War II, and to problematizing and stigmatizing the discourse about RASIM again during the 

1990s (van Dijk, 2002). During the oil crisis in 1974, the opportunities for migrant workers in 

Europe were closed. The Schengen Agreement strengthened external boundaries while 
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removing internal ones within the EU, which in turn created a number of human crises in the 

third world (Clyne, 2005). And, the intolerance in the acceptance of RASIM still increased 

throughout the world. And as we can see, the discourse presented by the politicians and other 

elite institutions and the public discourse about RASIM shows a large number of related 

characteristics (van Dijk, 2002). 

 

Politicians deliver texts with a dual purpose. First, they seek to convince then to a lesser 

extent describe reality. Descriptions of reality are mainly used by politicians to create a space 

between him-/herself and others (Săfoiu, 2015). For example, political speeches about RASIM 

often begin with a positive self-presentation, talking about how the nation have a “long 

tradition of tolerance” and so forth. This narrative continues with bringing up the negative 

“issues” that comes along with immigration, for example, economic stresses (van Dijk, 2002).  

Previous research show that there is a difference between the strategies implemented by the 

media regarding the representation of the Others and the political discourse strategies of 

RASIM. While media more openly derogate RASIM, politicians know that when it comes to 

topics about ethnic-racial affairs they have to choose their words carefully. One “wrong” word 

can lead to angry reactions from both white antiracists and other liberal groups as well as 

minority groups, thus creating negative publicity. Therefore, the “talk about ethnic affairs is 

highly self-controlled” (van Dijk, 1997, p.36). Important political speeches, and press 

conferences are always written in advance, and in the political sphere publicists of various 

kinds are employed to control the flow and access to information and to respond to challenges 

or potential challenges. This is done by designing and monitor wordings and phrasings 

(Chilton, 2004). The words are “chosen as a function of its ideologically and communicative 

presuppositions and implications” (van Dijk, 2007, p.129). When presenting actions against 

RASIM, there are two important dimensions for politicians to articulate: competence and 

responsiveness. The first is the ability to ‘get things done’, and the second refers to the ability 

to ‘emote’ or connect to an audience (Fetzer and Bull, 2012). A common strategy for politicians 

to articulate responsiveness is by using ‘discourses of ordinary life’. By using personalisation 

of the discourse content and specific personal pronouns, politicians can present themselves as 

‘normal persons’ (Pearce, 2001). Kirkham and Moore (2015) found in their research that the 

former leader of the UK Labour party, Ed Miliband, used you + mental processes to signal 

involvement with the audience, and we + material processes to establish credibility in getting 

things done. But he also used we + mental processes, which could be a more explicit attempt 

to align with the audience that have already voted for him as a leader. The use of we + mental 

processes “signals an attempt to connect with the audience both in terms of completed material 

actions, and in thoughts, feelings and sensory experiences” (p.108) 
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Since speeches recorded it would be unusual to include an overt derogation of 

immigrants. However, previous research has found that presenting RASIM with a Negative 

Other-Representation can legitimize a certain kind of discourse. For example, the Australian 

government got the Australian public to turn against the ‘boat people’ by using dehumanisation 

and manipulation. The government claimed that some of the ‘boat people’ had thrown their 

children over board, in order to blackmail the government of letting them stay in Australia. 

The story later turned out to be false. But the story was so horrifying that the government 

gained endorsement for their discourse. And when the tabloid newspaper Herald-Sun ran a 

poll about whether or not ‘boat people’ who through their children over board should be 

accepted as refugees, 95.76% of the voters said No (Clyne, 2005).  

 

3.2 An overview of strategies 
Besides the Negative Other-Representation explained above, van Dijk (1997) 

hasdistinguished different types of macro-strategies employed in the parliamentary discursive 

formation of RASIM, Negative Other-Representation being one of them. Opposite to the 

Negative Other-Representation is the positive positive self-presentation, which is the 

parliaments discourse of self-glorification in comparison with other nations. The strategies are 

often used together, and the use of ‘us’ or ‘we’ versus ‘them’ is commonly used to emphasize 

Our good things and Their bad things, and mitigate Our bad things and Their good things (van 

Dijk, 2007). Other common strategies are Denial of racism, which means that phrases like “We 

have nothing against immigrants, but…”, are often used. Apparent Sympathy, is another 

strategy which means that decisions that have negative consequences for immigrants are 

defended as “being for their own good”. Within the framework of positive self-presentation 

there is also the strategy of Fairness. The strategy is used by politicians to explains how they 

sometimes need to take “unpleasant” decisions due to the “reality” of politics. Connected to 

Denial of racism is the strategy of Top-down transfer which means that if politicians admit to 

racism in the country they blame it on the extreme right. The final strategy is Justification: The 

Force of Facts or when politicians make negative decisions they justify it by referring to the 

“Force of Facts”, which could be the international situation, financial difficulties or the number 

of refugees arriving and so forth (van Dijk, 1997).  

The rhetoric of political speeches often includes nationalism, populism and human 

rights, but since the 1990s the parliamentary debate on immigration use argumentative 

moves, to legitimize immigration restrictions for example (van Dijk, 2002). Other strategies, 

connected to the ones above is the interconnected strategic functions of Coercion, 

Legitimisation versus De-legitimisation, and Representation versus  
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Misrepresentation (Chilton, 2004).  Actions in speeches can be backed up by sanctions (legal 

or physical), such as laws, edicts or commands. Through language politicians are given an 

arena where they act coercively. By setting the agenda, selecting topics in conversation and 

positioning the self and others in specific relationships, they can make assumptions that 

audience are obliged to at least temporarily accept or understand the text or talk. Coercion 

establish the right to be obeyed, the legitimisation. To gain legitimisation politicians use 

techniques such as arguments about voters wants, general ideological principles, charismatic 

leadership projection and Positive Self-Representation. In counterpart to this is the de-

legitimisation of the ‘others’. They are presented negatively by the use of the ideas of difference 

and boundaries (Chilton, 2004).  

The political (mis)representations of RASIM is about control. Control over information, 

which in turn means control over discourse. It could be about strategies to keep information 

from people or, simply lying in some cases (Chilton, 2004). Representing reality is one of the 

obvious functions of discourse, but as stated above, representing reality is purpose secondary 

consideration for politicians. Politicians will present ‘reality’ only when they can gain voters, 

or endorsement for their political beliefs. When presenting ‘reality’ about RASIM politicians 

tend to collectivise and aggregate them. By using these strategies people can systematically 

refer RASIM to one unanimous group which can easily be tranlasted into discourse of de-

humanization or de-personalization (KhosraviNik, 2010a).  

“there are numerous cases referring to immigrants in collective nominal and numbers. This 

phenomenon of aggregation and de-humanisation is widely seen in almost all the debates on 

immigration from both sides, although the conservatives may be considered to use this strategy 

more often” (p.14).    

The lexical choices of the politicians can reveal underlying ideologies about the refugees. For 

example, Clyne (2005) found in his study that the Australian government used ‘boat people’, 

‘illegals’ and ‘queue jumpers’ instead of refugees. The reason was simply because, the term 

‘refugee’ has a long and honourable history. It has been used to describe people who are forced 

to flee from their homelands. And, the Australian government´s aim with their discourse was 

to gain endorsement for not letting the ‘boat people’ into Australia. 

 

3.3 Discourse changes 
It is not uncommon that particular discourses undergo a diachronic change (Wodak, de 

Cilla, Reisigl and Liebhart, 2009). Discourse is a social interaction that communicates 

representations of the world (Chilton, 2004). When there are social or cultural changes within 

the world there are also discursive changes. A discursive change involves forms of 

transgression. For example, existing conventions about one issue can be put together to create 
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new combinations, or different conventions can be placed in situations which normally would 

preclude them. Depending on the nature of social practice, sociocognitive processes can be 

innovatory, and therefore in some way contribute to discursive changes (Fairclough, 1992). 

Usually discursive change is connected with social and cultural change and there is a dialectical 

relation between them (Fairclough, 1992). That is, “discourse constitutes social practice and is 

at the same constituted by it” (Wodak et al., 2009). Discourse contributes to restoration and 

legitimation of a social status quo. Discursive acts are employed to maintain and reproduce 

status quo. Discursive practice may also be efficient in transforming, dismantling or destroying 

status quo (Wodak et al., 2009). However, the present research about changes in focuses on 

the change over longer time periods. In their research about the construction of national 

identity Wodak et al., (2009) found that strategies of transformation were used to transform 

a relatively well-established national identity into another, one of them being Positive Self-

Representation as previously discussed above. Discontinuating/Dissimilation is another 

strategy used to emphasis on the difference between then and now, as well as the difference 

between now and the future. These two strategies may also be implemented in examination of 

discursive changes of RASIM.  

In texts discourse changes can be traced to contra-dictionary or inconsistent elements. 

For example, there can be mixtures of formal and informal styles, technical and non-technical 

vocabularies, markers of authority and familiarity and so on. By using these strategies, the lines 

between such contradictory texts can be smudged, and neutralised, and such a process can 

then establish new hegemonies in the sphere of discourse (Fairclough, 1992).  

When there is a change in orders of discourse, not only the local order of discourse might 

be affected. It can also transcend institutions and affect the societal order of discourse 

(Fairclough, 1992). When a political party change discourse it will most definitely also affect 

the societal discourse, especially if it is the political party that currently have the power, hence 

the government.  

 

3.4 Positioning the study 
The previous research about political discourse and RASIM is mainly done on political 

parties with a ‘known’ negative attitude against RASIM. The main studies have the focus on 

the media representation of the political parties and their discourse about RASIM. However, 

there seem to be few studies focusing in only the political discourse itself. This study focus on 

the discourse change that occurred in the Swedish government during autumn, 2015. The 

previous research about discourse change is limited, and the research found focuses on how 

discourse and ideology change over time as a natural process of hegemony. This study aims to 

fill a gap about discourse changes that occur for reasons other than as a natural process of 
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hegemony. Further, this study uses the Swedish government and their discourse change about 

the refugee issue as a case study.  

4 Theoretical framework  
The study draws upon a critical discourse analysis of ideology and social structure. This 

section begins with a presentation of discourse analysis as a theory for understanding hidden 

ideologies in texts. It continues to conceptualise what ideology are, and how discourse and 

ideology are connected. Finally, it present discourse and the connection to social practice as 

well as how discourse can change over time.     

 

4.1 Critical Discourse analysis 
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) has its origins in ‘Critical Linguistics’. By analysing 

language and text thoroughly and systematically, this detailed analysis reveals  how, in this 

case speakers, use language and grammatical choices to persuade people to think about events 

in a particular way. The aim of CDA is to expose hidden ideological strategies that often seems 

to be normal or neutral on the surface, but which actually seek to shape the representation of 

persons or events (Machin and Mayr, 2012), or: 

“The aim of Critical Discourse Analysis is to unmask ideologically permeated and often obscured 

structures of power, political control, and dominance, as well as strategies of discriminatory 

inclusion and exclusion in language use” (Wodak et al, 1999, p.8). 

Guided by the Critical Linguistics, the CDA researcher wants to identify some of the 

specific language choices in a text and analyse how they allow combinations of ambiguity and 

strong commitment. By using CDA, the researcher also wants to identify what kinds of ideas, 

values and identities are being promoted (Machin and Mayr, 2012). There is no single 

homogeneous version of CDA, however, CDA is mainly associated with the ideas of Norman 

Fairclough, Ruth Wodak and Teun van Dijk, which all share the view of language as social 

practice. That is, language both shape, and is shaped by society. Fairclough and Wodak (1997) 

define discourse as: 

“CDA sees discourse – language use in speech and writing – as a form of ‘social practice’. 

Describing discourse as social practice implies a dialectal relationship between a particular 

discursive event and the situation(s), institution(s) and social structure(s), which frame it: The 

discursive event is shaped by them, but also shapes them. That is discourse is socially 

constitutive as well as socially conditioned – it constitutes situations, objects of knowledge, and 

the social identities of and relationships between people and groups of people. It is constitutive 

both in the sense that it helps to sustain and reproduce the social status quo, and in the sense 

that it contributes to transforming it. Since discourse is so socially consequential, it gives rise to  
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important issues of power. Discursive practices may have major ideological effects – that is, 

they can help produce and reproduce unequal power relations between (for instance) social 

classes, women and men, and ethnic/cultural majorities and minorities through the ways in 

which they represent things and position people” (p.258) 

The focus in CDA is in the linguistic character of social and cultural processes and structures, 

and less in the actual language itself. CDA wants to study what happen when a certain language 

form is used and how they are played out in different social, political and cultural arenas. The 

method seeks to look at the different choices of words and grammar in texts, which in turn can 

reveal underlying discourses and ideologies (Machin and Mayr, 2012).  

For CDA, the relationship between common sense and ideology play an important role 

since ideological common sense can be understood as “common sense in the service of 

sustaining unequal relations of power” (Fairclough, 2015, p.107). Language is seen as a 

common social behaviour, where people share the view of how the world works, what is natural 

and what is common sense. It is through language institutions and people can ‘create’ what 

seems to be natural and common sense. Since language is one platform, we can observe how 

the ideological interests operate in this kind of way, the aim of CDA is to draw out ideologies 

buried in text (Machin and Mayr, 2012).  

“Ideology characterizes the way that certain discourses become accepted in this way and 

therefore obscure the way they help to sustain power relations” (p.25).  

However, Fairclough (2010) argues that it is not possible to ‘read off’ ideologies in texts, even 

though text does have forms and contents that endure ideological processes and structures, 

since:  

“meanings are produced through interpretations of texts and texts are open to diverse 

interpretations, and because ideological processes appertain to discourse as whole social events 

– they are processes between people – not to the texts which are produced, distributed and 

interpreted as moments of such events” (p.57).  

Hence, to understand the ideological structures of discourse, there needs to be a 

complementary focus on events, since that is where the ideologies concretely take place. The 

relationship between a discourse change, to ideological change and to social struggle is where 

the language/ideology problem should be confronted (Fairclough, 2010).  

 

Based on this introduction of CDA, the next sections present the two key component for 

this research, discourse and ideology, and discourse and social practice.  
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4.2 Discourse and ideology 
Ideology is a complex concept that can be understood in different ways. The definition of 

ideology in this study is: Ideology is fundamentally socially shared ideas within a group. The 

definition draws upon van Dijk´s (2007) four assumptions for defining ideology. For this 

particular study we are interested in the Swedish government´s ideology about refugees. 

Ideologies are expressed and acquired by discourse, and ideologies are often considered to be 

the basis of discourse. However, even though ideologies are socially shared, all group members 

might not know all the ideologies equally well. For example, a political party has many different 

ideologies, and it is important to understand that all of them might not be shared by everyone 

voting for that party.  

According to van Dijk (2007) ideologies are ‘ideas’ or belief systems. These belief systems 

are socially shared by the members of a collectivity of social actors. Ideologies can, however, 

become so shared that they lose their ideological nature, becoming a part of the generally 

accepted attitudes of an entire community as common sense or obvious beliefs. For example, 

social or human rights are widely accepted today as common sense, but these beliefs actually 

started as ideological beliefs. Ideologies are fundamental or axiomatic, that is, they are not 

socially shared beliefs, such as sociocultural knowledge or social attitudes. However, ideologies 

control and organise other socially shared beliefs. Thus, a racist ideology may control attitudes 

about migration. Ideologies are gradually acquired and can be changed through time, and 

hence need to be relatively stable. One does not “change one´s basic ideological outlook in a 

few days” (p.116). In summary, ideologies are “foundational beliefs that underlie the shared 

social representation of specific kinds of social groups” (van Dijk, 2007, p.120). 

Ideology is both a property of structures and a property of events, and the key problem 

is to find the dialectic structures and events through a satisfactory account. Accounts placing 

ideology in some form of system of underlying language practice, defined by for various 

varieties of a language, has the virtue of showing events to be constrained by social 

conventions, norms and histories (Fairclough, 2010).  

Ideologies have cognitive and social functions. They organise socially shared beliefs. 

They function as the ultimate basis of discourses of the members in a group, and they allow 

members to organise their joint actions, and interactions. They also function as the part of the 

sociocognitive interface between social structures, and discourses within groups. Some 

ideologies also function to legitimate domination, or to articulate resistance in relationships of 

power, other function as guidelines of professional behaviour (van Dijk, 2007).  

Discourse is understood by people if they are able to construct a model for it. There are 

context models, and event models that are personal and subjective. The context models are  

defined by the subjective definitions of different situations that people have in their episodic 

memory. The context models function is to make sure that the discourse is socially appropriate. 
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Context models may be ideologically biased by underlying attitudes, which in turn can bias the 

discourse towards a more or less polite tone. The event models are mental models of the 

content of discourses, controlled by subjective interpretations. In other words, a model is a 

“mental representation of an experience” (van Dijk, 1995, p.14). They can be for example, 

models about certain events. Events that people witness, participate in or read about. These 

models may be ideologically biased, and they in turn construct ideological discourses where 

the events or actors can be described more or less negatively or positively (Van Dijk, 2007).  

But besides these models that are personal and subjective, members also share more 

general, socially shared beliefs that build upon knowledge. “Knowledge are the beliefs of a 

community that are presupposed in its public discourses directed at the community at large” 

(p.123). These group beliefs are controlled and organized by underlying ideological practice. 

There are beliefs that focus on norms and values of everyday practice, but there are also beliefs 

that may be expressed in order to promote a cause. This is often used in political practice. 

Political practice is subordinate to ideological practice, but they are not independent from each 

other. “Ideology is significations generated within power relations as a dimension of the 

exercise of power and struggle over power” (Fairclough, 1992, p.67).  

 

4.3 Discourse and Social practise 
The term ‘discourse’, in Fairclough´s point of view, is language use in form of social 

practice. It is a mode of action, and a mode of representation. It is a way for people to act upon 

the world, as well as each other. Fairclough (1992) argue that seeing discourse as a social 

practice implies that there is a:  

“dialectal relationship between discourse and social structure, there being more generally such 

a relationship between social practice and social structure: the latter is both a condition for, and 

an effect of, the former” (p.64).  

He argues that language is a part of society, and linguistic and social phenomena are connected. 

When people speak, listen, write or read they do so by socially determined ways that have social 

effects. And when there are social phenomena, language is not just a reflection of the social 

processes and practices, but a part of them. However, the relationship ‘between’ language and 

society is not a symmetrical or seen as equal facets of a single whole. Fairclough (2015) 

describes it as “The whole is society, and language is one strand of the social” (p.56), even 

though all linguistic phenomena are social, all social phenomena are not linguistic. Social 

structure at all levels, such as class on a social level, systems of classification, various norms 

and conventions, shape and constrain discourse. And discourse in turn contribute to the  

constitution of the social structure. Discourse is signifying the world and both constitute and 

construct the world in meaning (Fairclough 1992). He continues by arguing that “discursive 
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practice is constitutive in both conventional and creative ways: it contributes to reproducing 

society […] as it is, yet also contributes to transforming society” (p.65). To avoid the pitfalls of 

overemphasizing the social determination of discourse, that is that discourse turn into a 

reflection of a deeper social reality on the one hand, and the construction of the social in 

discourse, an idealistically representation of discourse as social, on the other hand, the 

relationship between should been seen dialectally (Fairclough, 1992).  

 

5 Method 
This chapter presents the methodological standpoint of this study. It continues to present the 

selection of data with motivations of why these texts have been selected. Further on, the 

chapter present the three-level-analytical framework used for this study as well as 

Fairclough´s model of discourse and social structure. Finally, this section argues for the 

validity of the study.   

 

5.1 Methodological approach 
Since the aim of the study is to analyse which ideological standpoints that can be 

discovered in the government´s discourse about refugees, the methodological approach takes 

it stand from a qualitative standpoint. Ideologies are often “hidden” in texts and the only way 

to find those hidden ideologies is to critically view the texts through vivid reading (Esaiasson, 

Gilljam, Oscarsson and Wängnerud, 2012). Taking this critical stance, the analysis aims to 

reveal connections between language, ideology and power (Machin and Mayr, 2012). It means 

that the researcher ‘critically’ study the texts to discover what the texts actually say, and 

compare that to which actual principles that are ruling the society. The texts are hence a tool, 

or a recourse, to discover ideas, absences and taken-for-granted assumptions in society; and 

by analysing the texts we get an apprehension about for example certain ideologies and their 

relation to a certain issue. To reveal those kinds of ideas, absences and taken-for-granted 

assumptions in the government´s texts the analysis aim to ‘denaturalise’ the language. A 

quantitative method, such as a content analysis of the government´s texts could have worked 

to reveal the trends and patterns in the government´s texts and by that see if they use specific 

words when they speak about refugees. However, by using that method only fragments of the 

texts would be analysed and the hidden ideologies that could “hide” in the texts would not be 

revealed. By using a discourse analysis this study can explore power relations in society and 

formulate normative perspectives to criticise those power relations.  
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5.2 Selection of data 
The selection of texts is strategically selected to see the change in discourse. The selection 

of text is also based on the notion that the study wanted the government´s own words, and the 

government´s control over discourse, hence no interviews.  

Four political texts provided by the government in different form, one speech and three 

press conferences, connected to refugee crisis during this time period will be analysed. The first 

text is a speech that Prime Minister Stefan Löfven held under a manifestation for refugees on 

6th September, 20151. The speech was selected for the purpose to study the pronounced 

ideologies of the Social Democrats. After a superficial reading of the speech we can see that the 

Prime Minister talks about both equality and solidarity, two of the party’s primary appraisals.  

The second text is a press conference about the refugee reception in Sweden, as well as 

in Europe, 7th September, 20152. The press conference purpose is to present Sweden’s positions 

in the reformation of the immigrant policy within EU. The second text is before the discourse 

change and was selected since it differs from the speech, in such a way that a press conference 

is more formal and normally use different discursive structures and strategies.  

The third text is a press conference with the Home Secretary, Anders Ygeman3 and the 

Migration Agency´s Director of Communications, Mikael Hvinlund. The focus of this text will 

be on the discourse from Ygeman, and not from Hvinlund since he does not represent the 

government. This text was selected because of the annunciation of the political changes 

concerning immigration in Sweden. The text was also selected since this is the first press 

conference where they present actions that strive against the discourse that they have had in 

the former texts.  

The final text is the press conference the Prime Minister held together with the vice Prime 

Minister Åsa Romson 24th November 20154, when they announced that their new refugee 

politics. A reformation of the politics that strived against the ideological stance of the policy, in 

both of the governmental parties. The text was selected to see the discourse changes about the 

refugees, and especially how the government “motivate” the actions that they take.  

After a superficial reading of the first and last text we can see that the discourse strategies 

about refugees changed from liberal to conservative.  

Other texts could of course have been selected to analyse the purpose of the study. But 

these four texts represent the discourse change and they were the four most primal texts that 

                                                             
1 http://www.regeringen.se/tal/2015/09/tal-av-stefan-lofven-vid-manifestationen-for-flyktingar-den-5-september/ 
2 http://www.svt.se/nyheter/svtforum/flyktingkrisen-lofvens-tio-punkter 
3 http://www.regeringen.se/pressmeddelanden/2015/11/pressinbjudan-inrikesMinistern-haller-presstraff/ 
4 http://www.regeringen.se/artiklar/2015/11/regeringen-foreslar-atgarder-for-att-skapa-andrum-for-svenskt-flyktingmottagande/ 
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the government presented at this time. Other texts such as interviews, or debates could have 

been selected instead, but since the aim of this study is to analyse the government´s discourse, 

texts where other actors could influence the discourse have been deselected. For the same 

reason, the journalists’ questions in the end of the press conferences have not been analysed 

in this study.  

 

5.3 Three level text analysis framework 
This study draws upon KhosraviNik´s (2010b) Three-Level Text Analysis framework. 

The focus of this framework lies within the representation of social groups in the text, and the 

representation of social groups through three distinct and interwoven levels; social actors, 

social actions and argumentation (Figure 1). Especially, this framework is interested in how 

linguistic (micro) mechanisms may affect the perspectiveisation of the representations. 

Perspectiveisation, in this framework, refers to “a collection of linguistic 

mechanisms/processes that the text producers may strategically incorporate within the 

qualities of the texts” (p.63).  

Figure 1: Levels of textual analysis 

 

There are two main questions asked within the three levels of analysis -  what and how. The 

former is to critically analyse what is included in the text, as well as what is not. And, to answer 

the latter, the how, “the strategic linguistic processes/mechanisms incorporated in 

perspectiveisation of certain textual elements against all the choices available in that context” 

(p.64), needs to be critically examined.  

 

1.1.1 Actors 

The first level of analysis aims to reveal the presence and the qualities of presence of 

the refugees (actor) in the text. That is, on the one hand, to examine what and why the refugees 

are (not) in the text, and on the other hand, to examine how they are referred to in the text. 

Which linguistic mechanisms are employed in the perspectiveisation of their presence. To find 

the answers for these two questions there are certain linguistic mechanisms which can have 

certain  
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impact in the representation of social groups. In the representation of refugees by the 

government the analysis will focus on the linguistic mechanisms of; Pronoun versus nouns, 

Individualisation, Genericisation, Aggregation, Functionalisation and Anonymisation. By 

using these tools, the aim is to reveal if there are certain linguistic ways the government talk 

about the refugees that are (not) connected to their primary appraisals. 

 

Pronoun versus noun 

Pronouns is widely used in political discourses about RASIM. Pronouns as ‘us’ ‘we’ and 

‘them’ are used to convince people to align alongside or against people or particular ideas. 

Especially the concept of ‘we’ need to be analysed in a critical way since politicians sometimes 

use it to make vague statements and conceal power. ‘We’ can refer to the political party, the 

nation or an unspecified group of nations (Machin and Mayr, 2012).  

 

Individualisation 

Are the refugees referred to as individuals or are the collapsed into a collectivisation? 

Previous research has shown that strategies of individualisation and humanisation construct a 

positive presentation of RASIM (KhosraviNik, 2010a). By using names, people feel closer to 

them, while collapsing people into a collectivisation make them a generic group and therefore 

they can be dehumanized (Machin and Mayr, 2012). 

 

Genericisation 

Are the refugees referred to as specific individuals or as a generic group? If people are 

identified as a generic type people can connote feelings to them, connected to the social view 

of this generic group. For example, if there is a “problem” with Muslims, the phrase “A Muslim 

man” would connote negative feelings, while the phrase “A man, Muhammad Hussein”, would 

not as strongly connote the same feelings (Machin and Mayr, 2012). 

 

Aggregation  

Are the refugees referred to as statistics? The strategy is commonly used when politicians 

talk about economic issues in relation to social problems, for example immigration or elderly 

care (Machin and Mayr, 2012). Aggregation can be used to give scientific credibility, when in 

fact there are no specific figures pointed out. Words as ‘many’, ‘few’, ‘floods’ and so on are 

example of this (van Dijk, 1991).  
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Functionalisation 

Are the refugees referred to by their functions? The use of functionalisation can have 

different effects. It could either sound more official, and connote legitimacy. Or, it could reduce 

people into a role, for example, a generic role or a role assigned by the writer (Machin and 

Mayr, 2012).  

 

Anonymisation 

Are the refugees mentioned by name or are they anonymised? Anonymisation can be 

used to avoid specification and developing a detailed and coherent argument. By using 

anonymisation the speaker allows the recipient to conveniently summon arguments that then 

become easy do dismiss (Machin and Mayr, 2012). 

 

1.1.2 Actions 

The second level analyses the qualities of social actions. What social actions are (not) 

associated to the refugees, and how are they associated to the refugees? How is the presentation 

of actions used to represent the refugees? Are the refugees represented as actors or objects? 

This could be analysed through transitivity, which basically means “who does what to whom 

and how?” To find the answers of how the refugees are represented through action the 

following processes will be analysed: Material processes, mental processes and behavioural 

processes.  

 

Material processes 

The material processes describe actions of “doing”, usually concrete actions. The actor 

and the goal are the two key participants in the material processes, even though some material 

processes only have one participant. When analysing the material processes, it is important to 

search for who acts and whether responsibility have been obscured (Machin and Mayr, 2012). 

 

Mental processes 

By analysing the mental processes, insight of the feelings or states of mind of the 

government can be gained. The mental processes can be divided into three classes: cognition, 

affection and perception. The first process is connected to verbs of thinking, knowing or 

understanding, secondly it is verbs of liking, disliking or fearing and thirdly it is verbs of seeing, 

hearing or perceiving (Machin and Mayr, 2012). 
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Behavioural processes 

Behaviour processes semantically crosses between material and mental processes. It is 

processes like watch, taste, stare smile and so on, which detonate psychological or physical  

behaviour.  Behavioural processes are in part about action, but separate it self from material 

processes in the way that the actions have to be experienced by a single conscious being 

(Machin and Mayr, 2012). 

 

1.1.3 Argumentation 

The final level of the analysis examines the presence and qualities of argumentative 

strategies. That is, what are the arguments for/against certain social actions, and how are these 

arguments put forward? This level of analysis need to, on the one hand, critically examine why 

some arguments are used and establish why some may have been strategically kept out. On the 

other hand, examine how these arguments are related and put forward in relation to the 

refugees. These arguments are perspectivised to “cater for certain ideological manipulation” 

(KhosraviNik, 2010b, p.66).  By analysing the use of metaphors, mitigation and hyperbole and 

modality and hedging, this part of the analysis aims to see in which way the government argue 

for the actions stated. 

 

Metaphors 

Are metaphors used to create understanding for the actions associated with the refugees? 

The use of metaphors function as a cognitive process to influence understanding for certain 

actions or concepts. A metaphor is a way to understand one concept in terms of another 

(Machin and Mayr, 2012).  

 

Mitigation and Hyperbole 

Which verbal choices are made to play down or exaggerate certain actions? Grammatical 

position of actions can be used for backgrounding or foregrounding certain acts. By using 

prepositional phrases, context for dominant clauses are provided. Prepositional phrases can 

also be used to reduce responsibility for certain actions. By placing actions later in a sentence, 

or by embedding it in a clause, certain actions can be played down (Machin and Mayr, 2012).  

 

Modality and Hedging 

Is the speaker(s) of the texts committed to what they say? There are different levels of 

modality that reveals how committed the speaker(s) is to what they say. For this analysis the 

epistemic modality and deontic modality are of special interest. The first is the speaker(s) 

(un)certainty about actions. The second referrers to how speaker(s) compel and instruct others 

to implement certain actions.  The use of modality tells us how much power the speaker(s) have 
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over others and over knowledge. Modality can be associated with hedging, especially when the 

speaker(s) want to create a strategic ambiguity within their actions. Hedging is used to soften 

the impactof actions, or to mitigate something. It means that the speaker(s) avoid directness 

or commitment to actions. Hedging can in that case be used to distance the speaker(s) from 

what they say and “attempt to dilute the force of statements and therefore reduce chances of 

unwelcome responses” (Machin and Mayr, 2012, p.192).  

 

5.4 Social structures and social practice 
The main part of this study focus on the actual textual analyses to see the change in 

discourse. However, as Fairclough (1992) point out, the language is a part of society, and 

linguistic- and social phenomena are connected. The relationship between production-, text- 

and interpretation processes, and the society are important for CDA studies. In other words, it 

is important to analyse the descriptive findings in the texts, and how they relate to relevant 

contexts. This relationship has received a limited part in the empirical science, but in it through 

analyses of this relationship that the most important conclusions can be withdrawn. By 

studying this relationship questions about social change and ideological consequences can be 

approached (Olausson, 2005). For this part, the study will draw upon a model (Figure 2) 

developed by Fairclough (2015, p.68) that aims to establish the contextual link between 

discourse and social structure. 

Figure 2: Social structures and social practice 
 

Fairclough (2015) argues that language is a social process, where it is necessary to separate a 

discourse from text. A text is a product, written or spoken, and discourse is “the whole process 

of social interaction of which a text is just a part” (p.57). Here he argues that text analysis is 

just one part of a discourse analysis, which also includes analysis of the productive and 

interpretative processes. He continues by arguing that the relationship between discourse and 

social structures is dialectal. Discourse is being determined by social structures on the one 

hand, but has also effects on social structures, and contributes to social continuity as well as 

social change. And since this relationship is dialectic, institutional and societal power-holders 

can maintain power by controlling the discourse. To analyse the productive and interpretative 

processes, language needs to be regarded as a “socially conditioned process, conditioned by 

other (non linguistic) parts of society” (p.56).  
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5.5 Validity 
The validity of this text can be discussed through an epistemological perspective. That is, 

the knowledge generated through this analysis is relevant through the aim and questions for 

the study. It is not a question about whether the knowledge is true or not, but if it is relevant 

for the study’s purpose. This suggest that validity is about the method, and the methods ability 

to answer the aim and questions. The validity of this study could be questioned on some stages. 

First, is the selection of texts. The texts analysed in this study are a strategic selection of 

material since they after a superficial reading revealed that there was an ideological discourse 

change within this time period. The first two texts were chosen to symbolise how the ideologies 

of equality, solidarity and freedom was presented as natural for the government. However, 

ideology is a complex topic which could be interpreted in different ways depending on who is 

reading the text. It is difficult to prove that the texts chosen characterise the government´s 

“normal” discourse about refugees. The last two texts were chosen for the opposite reason. 

Hence, that they seemed to strive against the ideological discourse that the government had in 

the first two texts. When analysing ideological communication, it is important to analyse both 

intentions and interpretations. It is by analysing both sides that we can explain ideological 

disputes, conflicts or other conflicts for example (van Dijk, 2007). This study only analyses the 

intention of the government, and may therefore be questioned in whether or not the ‘true’ 

ideologies of the government can be revealed. However, I found that the selected texts were of 

relevance and seemed suitable for the purpose of the analysis, which aimed to reveal the hidden 

ideologies in their discourse, other people might not agree and this could of course affect the 

validity of the study.  

Secondly, it is the amount of texts. The analysis only contains four different texts, 

whereof three are press conferences with similar structure and one is as speech that differs 

from the others. To discover if there are ideologies concealed in of the government´s discourse 

might require more data. However, since the study is CDA, I argue that more texts would not 

help further in discovering ideological standpoints. Instead, I argue that the small amount of 

texts provided the analysis to go deeper and really look at how words are used and sentenced 

composed.   

Thirdly, the texts are originally spoken words, not written. Therefore, to analyse the texts 

they needed to be transcribed. While transcribing the material sound as, “eh”, “mmm” and so 

on were removed since they did not serve a purpose for the written texts. Ideologies can also 

hide in what is not present in the texts or within hesitation of the speaker. This is however 

something that has not been analysed in this study.  

Finally, the texts are originally in Swedish. They are being analysed in Swedish and then 

translated into English when quoted in this study. The English and Swedish use of grammar 
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differs which could lead to a question about the validity of this study. The translations of the 

texts have therefore been made in a word-for-word way as possible.  

6 Analysis 
This chapter analyses the four texts provided from the government. They are analysed in a 

chronological order, such as the first two texts are before the discourse change and the last 

two are after the discourse change. The final section of this chapter also places the four text 

analyses in a societal context of the time for the texts.  

 

6.1 What features the government´s political discourse in the beginning, given their 

political ideology? 
The government consists of two political parties, Social Democrats and the Swedish 

Green Party. One common ideological standpoint that they share is solidarity. Solidarity with 

people from all over the world. Solidarity with future generations and the responsibility to act 

on solidarity for other people. But within the primal appraisals for the Social Democrats we 

also find, equality and freedom. The first part of this analysis will study the government´s 

discourse about the refugees in September 2015.  

6.1.1 Speech by Stefan Löfven 

The first text is a speech that the Prime Minister Stefan Löfven held during a 

manifestation in Stockholm, September 2015. The speech is directed towards the citizens of 

Sweden and the aim of the speech is to gain endorsement for the refugee policy that the 

government strive to uphold. The Prime Minister begins the speech with “Dear Friends” and 

then he starts speaking about how people are on the run. On the run from war and terror. He 

speaks about how refugees risk their lives on the way, in cargo areas, in containers and on boats 

that are not seaworthy. He speaks about Alan, who was washed up on a beach in Turkey. Next 

he speaks about how we must act and transform the grief we feel to decisiveness. He continues 

about how Sweden takes responsibility, a responsibility that should be shared by all the 

countries in Europe. He then continues by speaking about EU´s common responsibility and 

how the European cooperation was born from the experiences of our own horrific war, 70 years 

ago. “Never again walls to make a difference between people and people. Never again!”. His 

Europe does not build walls. Furthermore, he continues by saying that we can conduct this 

assignment together. That it is time for all Europe to stand up to humans sacred value and 

equal rights. Next, he speaks about Agnes. He speaks about how he received a letter from 

Agnes, where she wrote about how she and her dad was mending bikes for unaccompanied 

children. He replies to her letter by stating how proud he feels to be Prime Minister in a country 

where she lives. And then he speaks about how people can help the refugees in different ways. 
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He continues by expressing how proud he is over all the Swedes standing up for solidarity, and 

he says “Thank you”. He concludes his speech by speaking about how no one can do everything 

but together we can make a difference. That the refugee reception of Sweden is whole Sweden’s 

responsibility, and that the government will raise the funding for the municipalities that 

receive refugees. He speaks about how the refugees will recover their hopes about life through 

jobs, education and social community.  Finally, he once again express how proud he feels over 

the solidarity Sweden shows by saying “That is the Sweden I lead. That is the Sweden I love. 

That is the Sweden we are so proud over. Thank you!” 

 

Actors 

Politicians know that when it comes to issues about ethnic-racial affairs they need to 

choose their words carefully (van Dijk, 1997). In previous research we have seen that the 

Positive Self-Representation and Negative Other-Representation mainly have been used to 

create a negative image of RASIM, as the example about the ‘boat people’ in Australia (Clyne, 

2005). Also in Löfvens speech he uses the Positive Self-Representation and Negative Other-

Representation. With a frequent use of pronouns, he also tries to makes people align alongside 

his arguments. The difference is however, that he does not use these pronouns for the strategy 

of Negative Other-Representation, at least not when it comes to the representation of refugees. 

Instead he uses pronouns to create a feeling of affinity with the refugees. 

 “It is people like you and me, with their expectations and and dreams about life, but who are 

forced to flee from bombs with their children in their arms”  

By referring to people like you and me, the Prime Minister removes the ‘border’ between him 

and his function as Prime Minister. By using pronouns and creating a personalisation of the 

discourse content he is able to present himself as a ‘normal person’, and by that also get closer 

to the audience (Pearce, 2001). By using pronouns, he creates a feeling of belongingness to the 

citizens of Sweden as well as the refugees, ergo that he is also just a man, a father, a parent who 

would to anything to save his children. This is connected to the government´s primary 

appraisals of solidarity. What he wants to show is that all people are the same and that we 

should show solidarity for the people who need to be helped. To make the Swedish people feel 

even closer to the refugees he goes one step further than pronouns, and he uses Alan´s name 

which creates an individualisation.  

 “Alan, three years old, was washed up on the beach. What he got to experience of horror and 

fear, and that his life ended at the age of three, is something that no one should experience” 

By naming Alan, he constructs a ‘positive’ representation of the refugees. When he starts the  
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sentence by personalising Alan, people probably connote a three year old child, maybe 

someone they know. Then he continues with telling the people that this boy was “washed up 

on the beach”. The use of “washed up” in this sentence tells us that it is something undignified.  

And before he was “washed up on the beach” he also had to experience “horror” and “fear”. 

And since the people now see a three year old child (probably someone they know) in their 

minds, this awakes anger and grief within people. Within this sentence, we can also see that 

the Social Democrats ideology of freedom, where everybody has the right to a dignified life, has 

shaped the discourse. The Prime Minister then continues: 

 “I mourn for Alan, and all the other children who die in war and terror. I mourn all those 

people who fall victim. I mourn with parents, relatives, family. I mourn with all humanity, 

as we now see this in front of our eyes”. 

By giving Alan the function of a child, and by repeating his name, people might feel closer to 

him. This individualisation strategy also gave the refugees a face, and the people fleeing for 

their lives were not as easily considered as a collective entity anymore. Instead they became 

children, parents, friends and lovers. The phrase also builds upon the Social Democrats 

ideology of freedom, and that everybody should be accepted for who they are (Gustavsson and 

Hanson, 2012). He argues that they are regular people, just like the people in Sweden. With 

this introduction of the refugees the Prime Minister connote legitimacy for the actions he 

presents later in the speech.  

In his speech he also mentions other actors to enhance both the representation of Sweden 

as an actor, but also the refugees. By using the eleven years old Agnes Ohlsson, he seems to 

make the people feel connected to the “good” people. Agnes is a girl who together with her dad 

help renovating bikes for the unaccompanied children. But she wants to do more, and writes 

to the Prime Minister to get suggestions of what she can do. The Prime Minister reply: 

“Agnes, you make me so proud. I am so proud to be Prime Minister in a country where you live. 

And your letter shows that anyone can do anything. You can be the contact person for 

unaccompanied refugee children. You can raise money for clothes and food. And it's a very good 

idea to fix bikes so that children can ride on them. But perhaps most important is yet to be a 

buddy - a friend - that says welcome when people come here”. 

He builds on Positive Self-Representation to inspire/influence other people to help in the 

situation. But the most important thing he say in this phrase is the last part. The statement 

build on the government´s primal appraisals of solidarity: That people should take 

responsibility and show sympathy to the refugees (Gustavsson and Hanson, 2012).  
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Action  

Löfven use mainly mental processes to express feelings about the refugee situation in Sweden. 

By using mental processes, Löfven can encourage the listeners to have empathy with the 

refugees (Machin and Mayr, 2015). For example: 

“On the way, they risk their lives – in cargo areas, in containers and on boats that are not 

seaworthy. And everyone does not survive”.  

The listener is here encouraged to feel empathy with the refugees by being informed about how 

they risk their lives, and that many of them die on the way. This way of presenting the refugees 

actions also serves to humanise the refugees. By using mental processes linked to affection, the 

listeners might attribute more humanity to the refugees (Machin and Mayr, 2015). The next 

sentence analysed is a combination between mental and material processes. 

“I mourn for Alan and all the other children dying in war and terror”  

The mental process in this sentence tells us that Löfven, as an actor, mourn for the children. 

The material process tells us that children (the object) are dying.  Together with the strategy of 

individualisation, the transitivity analysis reveal that the aim for the speech is to encourage 

empathy with the refugees. van Dijk (2000) has found that when ‘ethnic minorities’ are 

associated with anything positive, they are usually represented in a passive role where things 

are done for or against them. In the next sentence the actor is removed. 

“Millions of people are on the run. On the run from war and horrifying terror” 

We do not know who is ‘performing’ the war and terror. We do however know that there are 

millions of people that are affected by this. To obscure the actor like this could be a strategy to 

gain more empathy for the refugees. Hence, the refugees are being killed by their ‘own’ (i.e. not 

western) people, and by stating that, people could instead start question if the refugees are 

violent. 

In Löfven´s speech he also talks about the actions of Europe, or the lack of actions. He 

uses Europe to create a Positive Self-Representation and a Negative Other-Representation. 

Some examples of this is: 

“Of course, now we must act, and Sweden will continue to take responsibility in this. But that 

is not enough” 

“We need a mandatory and permanent redistribution system for all EU countries to receive 

people who are fleeing for their lives” 

“The idea was never, never that the European cooperation would be a way to shut out the 

people fleeing” 
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“The idea was never that the member countries would engage in some kind of Black Pete games 

where the ones with the worst policies would escape responsibility” 

“Sweden and Germany and some other countries can not do this themselves. All European 

countries must help” 

As we can see here, the Negative Other-Representation is not about the refugees but about 

Europe and EU. In the first and last sentence he says that “Sweden will continue to take 

responsibility”, and “Sweden […] can not do this themselves”. Chilton (2004) found that 

speech acts of assaulting, blaming and insulting Others is a way for politicians to gain 

legitimisation for their own acts, as well as de-legitimise the Others.  What Löfven say above, 

tells us that Sweden already took responsibility, and he continue with “that is not enough. The 

whole Europe need to do more”, as well as “All European countries must help”. This tells us 

that Europe do not do as much as Sweden when it comes to the situation. This comparison of 

what Sweden does, and what the rest of Europe does, is typical self glorification which create a 

Positive Self-Representation. By saying that “we need a mandatory and permanent 

redistribution system” he implies that the “other” countries in Europe are not prepared to take 

the necessary responsibility. He also implies that the other people do not let the refugees in to 

their counties by saying that “The idea was never […] to shut out the people fleeing”. It is 

however important to notice that he never points out a particular country. The refugees have 

in these phrase also been collectivised. A helpless generic group, who needs to be saved by the 

European countries. The paragraphs presented above about responsibility build upon the 

government´s ideologies about solidarity. Especially for the Social Democrats solidarity stands 

for taking responsibility to act upon solidarity for other people.  

In the context of what previously had been said, the phrase; “[…] the ones with the worst 

policies would escape responsibility”, amplify the Positive Self-Representation, and the 

Negative Other-Representation. This sentence tells us that Sweden has good policies, and in 

the context it actually tells us that Sweden, along with Germany has the best policies and that 

the rest of Europe needs to do more and take more responsibility. And, this is supported by the 

paragraph: 

“So now is the time for Europe to stand up for man's inviolable dignity and equal rights, what 

we in the declarations and agreements have sworn that we must uphold. That's what Sweden 

stands up for. And we stand up for right here today”. 

When it comes to the discourse about which actions are associated to the actors in the Prime 

Minister’s speech, we can see that the actions are mentioned to enhance the representations of 

the actors. The actions connected to Sweden (and Germany) have a Positive Self-

Representation and the actions connected to the rest of EU have a Negative Other-

Representation. But when he talks about the actions, the refugees are represented as 
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anonymous figures, and not any longer as individuals. Here are some examples of how the 

Prime Minister present the refugees as a collectivisation; 

“The EU must significantly increase the reception of quota refugees, and Sweden, yes, we will 

do our part by a genuine commitment” 

“And now we must decide again, which Europe should we have? What kind of Europe should we 

be? And my Europe is receiving people fleeing from war! And we do it in solidarity and we do 

it jointly. My Europe does not build walls; we help each other when the need is great” 

“to receive refugees can never be a task for an individual, or an individual organization. This 

is a national task. And it is as a nation we will tackle it” 

Here we have three ways where actions presented referred to refugees in different ways. By 

speaking about the refugees as quota he potentially dehumanizes the refugees, this strategy is 

used to make it easier to speak about them as statistics instead. However, to not get too 

dehumanized he also refers to the refugees as people fleeing. This is a mental process that 

encourage the listener to feel empathy with the refugees.  

 

Argumentation 

When the Prime Minister presents the actions in this speech he speaks with both a high 

epistemic modality, and a high deontic modality. He speaks with certainty about all the actions 

he presents and he seems to believes in them. He knows what he wants the other actors (i.e. 

Europe and EU) to do, and when he talks about the actions that for example EU should do he 

says it with words as “must”, “need” and “shall”.   

“the whole of Europe must do more” 

“We need a mandatory and permanent redistribution system for all EU countries to receive 

people fleeing for their lives”. 

“And therefore all municipalities shall receive refugees - no one can shirk”. 

The actions presented are almost always placed first in the sentences. By doing that he put 

extra weigh to the importance of the acts. The arguments for the actions are clearly based on 

the Social Democrats, primary appraisals. The arguments that say “we must do more to help 

the refugees”, build as mentioned before on the ideology of solidarity and responsibility for the 

people in need (Gustavsson and Hanson, 2012). It also builds on the ideology of equality. That 

all people should have an equal chance to freedom. That there should be a just society, where 

the people, or countries that are rich and are well off, should help the people and the countries 

that are not. This is something that the Prime Minister believes in, and which is shown by his 

way of presenting their arguments using high epistemic-, and high deontic modality. 
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He uses Discontinuating/Dissimilation to emphasise the difference between then and 

now by referring to Second World War. For example: 

“The European cooperation were born from the experiences of our own dreadful war. This 

year, dear friends, is it 70 years ago. 70 years since we said ‘never again should this happen’” 

This is an argumentative move to gain endorsement for the government´s ideological 

grounded immigration politics (Wodak et al., 2009).  

6.1.2 Press Conference by Stefan Löfven 

When the Prime Minister opens up the press conference he clearly states that there is a 

refugee crisis going on, and that the crisis in Europe is not a refugee crisis but a responsibility 

crisis. This statement sets the tone for the press conference which is mainly about the actions 

Europe and Sweden need to take to manage the crisis. Already in the beginning of the press 

conference he girds for the Negative Other-Representation of Europe and EU that will come. 

He continues by announcing that he will meet the German Federal Chancellor Angela Merkel, 

and Austrian Federal Chancellor Werner Faymann the next day. They will meet to discuss EU’s 

immigration politics, and especially Merkel and Löfven have on the agenda to speak about how 

they will get more countries to take responsibility. He then continues by speaking about how 

proud he is over Sweden, and Sweden’s solidary immigration politics. But he also speaks about 

how he is concerned over the fact that member countries are escaping responsibility, naming 

Hungary as one example. Furthermore, he encourages people to remember that the 

international refugee systems were implemented for the Europeans running from the horrors 

of Second World War. These systems helped saving the lives of millions of people. He then 

speaks about the refugee situation of ‘today’. That approximately 60 million people are on the 

run, half of them being children, and that about one million of these people run to Europe. He 

then continues by using a metaphor to put the number in perspective, and to once again point 

out that the refugee reception in Europe is a matter of moral responsibility.  

With this introduction he then continues by presenting Sweden’s positions in reforming 

the refugee system within EU. As he stated many times before, responsibility is the main 

demand. He then explains how only two countries, namely Germany and Sweden, have 

received about half of the asylum seekers from Syria. Four other countries have received 

another third, and the remaining 22 countries have together received only a fifth. He continues 

by saying that the pattern looks the same regarding the refugee reception from all countries. 

With these examples he clarifies that the situation is untenable. To shield the right of asylum 

in Europe all member countries must do their duty. He states that a permanent and forcing 

system need to be implemented when the amount of refugees increases drastically within a 

country as a consequence of a catastrophe.  He presents how he think that 100 000 quota 

refugees should be allocated in EU as a whole. Furthermore, he suggests that legal ways to 
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Europe should be developed, and he proposes that UNHCR should start a pilot project, funded 

by EU, in countries around the Mediterranean Sea to create safer roads into Europe. In 

addition, he also states that the smugglers need to be battled, and saving lives of the refugees 

should be prioritised.  

He then continues to say that the second demand is order in the refugee reception, in 

both EU as a whole but also in Sweden. The foundation should be a regulated immigration 

where refugees have the right to seek protection, and the right of getting protection. He gives 

some examples about how the asylum process must proceed as quick and efficient as possible. 

He continues speaking about how all countries must take responsibility to maintain EU’s outer 

borders, and that the commission should take percussion against states that break the agreed 

rules and laws. He also states that there should be order in the returning of refugees. That EU 

must improve in sending back the people who received a returning decision. In addition, he 

also states that there should be order in the establishment of the people who are allowed to 

stay. For this, the government will present a change in the law which means that all 

municipalities in Sweden need to share the responsibility.  

Finally, he speaks about conflict resolution. That EU must attack the reason for the 

refugee crisis, and bring a more active foreign policy to establish safety and peace in our 

surrounding area. He states that United Nations security council must do more, and take a 

larger responsibility, especially Russia and USA.  

He concludes the press conference by saying that Sweden is a humanitarian donor, and 

that Sweden will continue to support people in need. And then he present ten standpoints that 

Sweden will stride for in the remaking of EU’s immigration politics. Worth noticing is that 

similar to the speech he held the day before, the tone against the refugees are not presented 

with a Negative Other-Representation.  

 

Actors 

There are a lot of different actors mentioned in this press conference. The main actors 

mentioned are EU and some different countries within EU. And, similar to the speech he held 

the day before, he talks about EU, except for Germany and Austria, in a Negative Other-

Representation. However, when he talks about the refugees he does not use a Negative Other-

Representation. But, he talks about them in an impersonal way which create distance. During 

this press conference he only speaks “directly” about the refugees, that is, the refugees as 

actors, four times. The first time he speaks about the refugees, he is not even really referring to 

the present refugees, but namely refugees in general. 

“We should remember that the international refugee system was created for the Europeans who 

were displaced during the Second World War horrors. And it helped to save the lives of millions 
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of people in Europe. Therefore, nowhere should a solid defence for the refugees right to a 

safe haven, be as natural as right here in Europe”.  

By using ‘we’ in the beginning of this sentence the Prime Minister uses the strategy of Positive 

Self-Representation. To whom, “we” actually referrers to in this sentence is unclear. It could 

be the government, Sweden or Europe. But considering the fact how he finishes his sentence 

by saying “here in Europe” we can assume that by ‘we’ he is referring to Europe. The use of ‘we’ 

in this context still functions to make people align alongside of the act and argument presented 

in the phrase. It is though quite vague in its arguments and it does not really reveal how Europe 

can be a safe haven for the refugees. The sentence does, however, reflect the Social Democrats 

ideology about freedom, and peoples right to have a place to live. During the speak the Prime 

Minister held the day before he talked about the refugees as Alan, a boy. He talked about them 

as people like “you and me”, he spoke about them as parents, family and relatives. In this press 

conference they are instead referred to as a collective entity. They are functionalised and 

reduced into a role. They are victims who need protection by Europe. By victimising the 

refugees, the discourse play on the government´s primary appraisals about protecting the 

weakest, the people who struggle to assert themselves, and especially the children. This is 

something that the Prime Minister particularly points out when he says: 

“Today, about 60 million people around the world are on the run. About half of them are 

children.  The vast majority of the 60 million people they are in their own countries, but we 

also have a third of those who are outside their country. 

Some of these people seek to enter EU. And this year´s forecast is approximately one million 

people” 

The Prime Minister has here changed the word “refugees” to people, and children. This 

removes them from the special collective entity that they were placed in before. And instead, 

by referring to them as people he brings them closer to the recipient, but not as close as they 

would be if he would have used names. Aggregation like this is often connected to negative 

representation, but by using the word “some” when he speaks about one million people he 

seems to be aiming at doing the opposite, ergo to tincture the amount of people seeking asylum 

in Europe.  

Also the last time he talks about the refugees he does it with the ideological view of 

freedom and solidarity.   

“EU must also continue to prioritize saving lives, the traffickers often deliberately transmit very 

vulnerable people fleeing, right into death” 

Here, he especially points out that EU must ‘prioritize saving lives’. EU must show solidarity 

and responsibility for other people. Other people that are ‘very vulnerable people’. The 
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discourse about the refugees here slowly build up for the presentation of actions. By using the 

word “very” he adds additional emphasis to the description of the people. By pointing out that 

they are vulnerable he once again draws upon the ideological standpoints of freedom and 

solidarity. 

Compared to the speech the Prime Minister held the day before the press conference 

there is a big difference in the discourse about the refugees as actors. However, the difference 

in the discourse between the speech, the day before, and the press conference rely on the 

purpose of the texts. In the first speech the purpose was to make people of Sweden to feel 

connected to the refugees. To make the Swedes help in the reception of the refugees. The 

purpose of this text is to present Sweden’s suggestions for reforming the EU migration policy. 

It is to show that the Swedish government has power, and takes control over the situation. It is 

about presenting certain actions and argue for them.  Therefore, we should have a close look 

at which actions are (not) being presented and how they are associated with the refugees.  

 

Actions  

During the press conference the Prime Minister talk about several actions that Sweden has 

done, and aim to do. The presentation of actions done by Sweden have a Positive Self-

Representation and serve as a glorification of Sweden, and the politics within the nation. 

 “I am very proud to represent Sweden, and that Sweden is one of the few countries that 

for long have had, and will have, a solidarity-based refugee policy. I am also hopeful 

when I hear more and more leaders say they want to take more responsibility and do 

more”. 

By using aggregation to talk about the numbers he creates some scientific legitimacy without 

actually giving any specific data. How many a ‘few’ countries are, are not really defined by this 

sentence, and when the other leaders want to do more, there is no specification about what 

more include. The only purpose for this sentence seems to be representing Sweden with some 

kind of self-glorification. And, the self-glorification is also used to put extra weigh behind the 

Negative Other-Representation of many countries in Europe and EU. He especially points out 

Hungary as a nation that do not take enough responsibility in the crisis situation, saying: 

“But I am also concerned. There are still too many member countries that evade the 

responsibility, Hungary being one of them. Viktor Orban is the Prime Minister of one of the 

countries that receives the most EU funding. And then the conclusion is quite logic. If you want 

to have some of the collective, you must also show that you are a part of the collective”. 

The Prime Minister does not really tell what actions Sweden do and what actions Hungary do 

not do. But by saying that the “conclusion is quite logic”, he uses presupposition. There is an 

epistemic modality within these words which present this as the most common sense. 
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However, there are 28 countries in EU, and just because Sweden and the Swedish government 

have solidarity as one of their primal appraisals, it is not something that everyone takes for 

granted, or as common sense. The presupposition of responsibility may work in Sweden and 

the Swedish culture, it may however not work in the same way for other nations within EU. 

Another good example of that is this paragraph:  

“First of all, everyone must take responsibility. So far, two of the EU member countries, namely 

Germany and Sweden, have together received about half of all asylum seekers who came from 

Syria. Four countries, including Austria, have together received another third. And the 

remaining 22 EU countries have received only one-fifth. […] This does not hold. We must ensure 

the right to seek asylum, and to make that happen all EU countries must do their duty. We must 

therefore get to an urgent and permanent redistribution system during disasters. When the 

European Council met in June we agreed on a temporary and voluntary redistribution system 

and it is not enough”. 

One thing that comes back in the Prime Minister’s speech as well as this press conference is 

the word “responsibility”. This is something that draw deeply on the Social Democrats ideology 

of solidarity. For them solidarity is about responsibility and sympathy, and it is not something 

that should be seen as a self-sacrifice. This paragraph gives a double message according to their 

ideology when he says that everyone ‘must’ take responsibility, and “this does not hold”. 

Especially the last phrase, tells us more that he actually feels like it is an obligation, and a self-

sacrifice.  

When it comes to the discourse about the refugees and the actions connected to them, 

the Prime Minister change how he talks about them. Before they were people and children. But 

when it comes to presenting actions the refugees are turned into numbers and quota. 

“Now we need a permanent and binding system which comes into force when the number of 

refugees in the country increase strongly in connection with disasters. And to bring about such 

an agreement the Dublin Regulation must reform. Also, the number of quota refugees must 

be raised substantially, and the quota must of course be distributed evenly across the EU 

member countries. And I want to see up to 100,000 quota refugees distributed in the EU as 

a whole”. 

By presenting them as statistics he can in some way distance himself and the government from 

taking further responsibility. Instead the ideologies about responsibility and solidarity are 

implemented on the actions that the government think EU as a whole should do.  

 

Argumentation 

The argumentations for the actions build mainly upon a Positive Self-Representation and 

a Negative Other-Representation. As we saw earlier the actions is mainly about how Europe  
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should handle the situation. There are no actions taken so far that is not “good” for the refugees. 

The argumentation for the actions are not embedded in sentences or paragraphs. The actions 

are mentioned in the beginning and with a big amount of both epistemic modality and deontic 

modality. That tells us that he is confident about the actions he suggests and he is determined 

in what he think about Europe and their actions. One example of this is: 

“EU must also continue to prioritize saving lives. Traffickers often deliberately transmits 

very vulnerable people fleeing right into death. Those traffickers must be tackled”. 

As we could see in previous section he believes that Europe and EU does not do enough. He 

claims that they have forgotten why the international refugee systems once were built, and to 

prove his point about why all should take action he uses a metaphor: 

“If you do the thought experiment that we have an island where there are 500 people, and one 

more arrive. Then you can not say that, there is no room for him”. 

The argumentation for the actions are based on the government´s primary appraisals. And it 

builds mainly on the ideology of solidarity, that no one should be left outside. And he then 

continues by saying: “This is a question of moral responsibility”. By stating that it is a question 

about responsibility, and not just any but, moral responsibility he builds upon the ideology, 

that solidarity and responsibility should not a “self-sacrifice” but a mutually confidence 

between people.   

Even though the aim of the press conference is to explain Sweden's positions prior to 

reforming the refugee reception in the EU, he does not speak in particular about the Swedish 

actions, but about the European actions. In some places he mentions Sweden’s actions when 

speaking about the common actions for EU, like the example below.  

“Secondly, that it is order in the refugee reception in EU as a whole, but also in Sweden”. 

In summary 

The government´s discourse about the refugees are ‘positive’ in the way that they do not 

use Negative Other-Representation of them. In the speech the Prime Minister speaks about 

them in a personalised way. He seeks to convince the audience about that their actions, that is 

accepting and helping as many refugees as possible, is the right way to deal with the situation. 

The government´s primary appraisals are clear in the government´s discourse. Their actions 

and suggestions for actions within Europe is clearly argued on the premises of their ideology 

of solidarity. The argumentation for the actions draw mainly on a Positive Self-Representation.  
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6.2 What features the government´s political discourse after the about-face, and how 

did they motivate the change of discourse? 
The situation in Sweden changed during October 2015. There were more refugees 

entering Sweden than ever before, and Malmö City raised their crises emergency level to phase 

two, Severe Occurrence. The new report from the Migration Agency was released and they 

suggested four scenarios in the report to deal with the refugee crisis in Europe. One of those 

scenarios were that the Schengen Agreement within EU would abrogate indefinitely and that 

national border controls should be implemented. Based on previous discourse where the Prime 

minster said “My Europe does not build walls” the option of closing the borders seemed far 

from the government´s ideological standpoints. However, in November, they did. The 

following two texts analyse how the government spoke about the refugees after they closed the 

borders and how they motivate their decisions. 

6.2.1 Press conference by Anders Ygeman 

The third text is a press conference held by Home Secretary Anders Ygeman, and 

Migration Agency´s Director of Communications, Mikael Hvinlund. However, the analysis 

only includes the words from Ygeman, since he is the representative from the government. He 

says a short welcome to start the press conference. He then presents both himself and 

Hvinlund. Following, he speaks about how there are more people on the run than ever before. 

The migration brings possibilities for Sweden, but also great challenges. He explains how the 

Migration Agency is experiencing an extremely pressure, and the mixed migration movement 

creates large difficulties for the Migration Agency. Therefore, they have requested that the 

government implement inner border controls to ease their work. He then continues to explain 

that the Police Authority estimate that there is a threat against civil order and inner security, 

that does not fulfil the Schengen regulations demand. However, they have not requested that 

the government should make a decision about inner border control. Furthermore, he speaks 

about how Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency in their national security picture point at great 

strains for society, which mean significant challenges for the functionality of society. He then 

explains that the government has estimated an inner border control as necessary, and that it 

fulfils the EU rights demands. Therefore, the implementation of an inner border control will 

start Thursday, 12th  November at 12.00 and initially last for ten days until the 21th November. 

After this, he gives the word to Hvinlund who speak about the mission of the Migration Agency, 

and their present situation. After that, Ygeman continues by saying that there is also a 

suggestion about implementing ID controls on shipping companies. The idea of the ID controls 

is to maintain order and security on the ferries.  
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Actors 

Ygeman only refers to the refugees directly two times during the press conference, and 

both of the times he uses aggregation. As we know from previous research this is a common 

strategy when politicians talk about immigration as an economic-, or social issue (Machin and 

Mayr, 2012).  

“There are more displaced people seeking to Sweden now than ever before”. 

“The fact that migration flows are mixed creates great difficulties for the Swedish Migration 

Agency”.  

At first he speaks about the refugees as people on the run, or displaced people. This ensue the 

discourse that the government has had, at some part, during the previous texts as well. They 

are collapsed into a collectivisation to present facts. However, while presenting the refugees as 

a group they are dehumanised and, by adding aggregation he even further creates a distance 

between the recipients of the press conference and the refugees. He uses the strategy of 

Negative Other-Representation to create an image of the refugees as a security risk for Sweden. 

And, instead of giving a number of how many refugees that are seeking to Sweden, the words 

“more […] than ever before” is used. This play on the fear of the mass, and van Dijk (1991) has 

found in his research that this way of presenting statistics can be practised if the speaker wants 

to give the impression of objective research, when in fact the speaker does not give any specific 

figures at all. To further indoctrinate the fear of the mass Ygeman continue by talking about 

how the Migration Agency, the Police Authority and Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency 

“can´t handle”, and “fear” the situation. These three actors have a high authority when it comes 

to opinions about the migration in Sweden, and by stating the names of the different actors’ 

legitimacy for the actions can be connoted.  

“The Swedish Migration Agency is under extremely high pressure”. 

“Police Authority estimates that there now is a threat to public order and internal security in 

Sweden which meet the Schengen requirements. But they have not made any request for the 

government to decide on an internal border controls”. 

“Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency point in its national security picture of great strain for 
important public safety”. 

By placing the names of the authorities that are supposed to protect the Swedish society first 
in the sentence also gives extra credibility to their statement, and this could also serve to rise 
agitation. When he speaks about the situation from their perspectives he says that there is a 
“threat to public order and internal security” and that they are “of great strain for important 
public safety”. However, he is not telling why the Police Authority estimate that there a threat 
to public service, or why the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency in their national security 
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picture point at great strains. But indirectly, and based on the introduction to the press 
conference the recipient connotes this danger to the refugees. That is, that the refugees are 
implicit responsible for the situation in Sweden. And, this enables the government to present 
themselves as strong leaders in the face of a national threat. 

 

Action  

The press conference draws upon on the strategy of Justification. Ygeman start the press  

conference by presenting the “facts”, as a way to justify the actions he will present. Previously 

he has presented how different social actors are under high pressure and that the number of 

refugees are more than ever before, which all serve as “good reasons” and hence justifies the 

“negative” actions they are about to take. Presenting the actions embedded in a paragraph, and 

in the end of his presentation could also be a strategy to mitigate the actions.  

“Therefore, the government has come to the conclusion that an internal border control is 

warranted and complies with EU law requirements. The government will therefore decide 

tomorrow to temporarily reintroduce border control at internal borders”. 

“Well, except for the decision on the border, the government will commit a proposal tomorrow; 

that the passenger lists of shipping companies operating Swedish port are required to have, are 

complemented with a mandatory identification check”. 

These paragraphs, as well as the entire press conference is short and compressed. However, 

they do not use nominalisation to background their actions. They also give specific details for 

when the actions will be implemented. Similar to Miliband, Ygeman use we + mental processes 

when presenting the actions. That is, he draws upon knowledge when he says that the 

government has come to the “conclusion” that this is the best option. By using this mental 

process, he also gains endorsement for the actions, since they are based on the “truth”. As 

Săfoiu (2015) pointed out, politicians main purpose of texts is to convince, and only secondary 

to describe reality. Reality is described when the politicians can gain endorsement for their 

actions, or to create a space the self and others. Since these are actions that strive against their 

primal appraisals, and their previous discourse, the press conference is short and all words 

seem to be carefully chosen. Especially the fact they they never mention who will be affected 

by the decisions, even though it is implicit to be for the refugees, is an indicator that the text 

has been produced to minimize angry reactions.  
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Argumentation 

Ygeman use words as “great” “extremely” and “significant” in the argumentation for the 

actions. For example: 

“The stresses involve significant challenges for the functions of society” 

This use of hyperbole aim put extra credibility behind the arguments for the actions. Ygeman 

present the actions by saying that the actions are taken due to the earlier mentioned 

administrative authority´s accounts and requests. This is a way to mitigate the government´s 

responsibility for the actions, and by that also soften the reactions that might come from 

journalists and society as a whole.  

The way Ygeman presents the actions have a relative high modality during almost the 

entire press conference. He is short and concise when presenting the actions. However, in the 

end of the press conference, when he presents the identification check he say: 

“The idea is that it should lead to a strengthening order and security on board on our ferries, 

and in our ports, and facilitate the identification of those who come to Sweden to seek asylum”. 

The phrase “The idea is that it should”, express less influence than if he would have said “It will 

lead”. He also continues by saying: 

“My idea is that the shipping companies, as soon as practicable for them, take this opportunity 

to live up to the requirements of EU law on passenger lists”. 

This phrase includes even less modality than the previous one, since he also adds “as soon as 

practicable for them”, and “take this opportunity”. However, since the identification controls 

are just a suggestion it is hard for Ygeman to present this idea with high deontic modality. 

Instead, by presenting this suggestion in the end of the press conference the “lack” of modality 

can be associated with hedging. That the “soft” way of presenting the last suggestions serve to 

soften the impact of all the actions. 

 

6.2.2 Press conference by Stefan Löfven and Åsa Romson 

The last press conference is held by Löfven and Romson. Löfven start to explain the 

important principles in the Swedish refugee reception and how they shield the international 

right to asylum. He explains that Sweden act on three levels. Firstly, by fighting the cause of 

the conflict. Secondly, to make EU and the member countries to take a shared responsibility. 

Finally, to make the Swedish immigration politics sustainable for society as well as the 

refugees. They continue the press conference by presenting the fact about the Swedish refugee 

reception during the last couple of months. That Sweden has received 80 000 people over the 

last two months. To make this realisable for everyone he uses some metaphors. He states that 

Sweden is a small country that has made a great effort, and that the Swedish people has shown 
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great solidarity. Further on they continue by bringing up the “negative” issues that have come 

along with the immigration to Sweden. They talk about how the “Swedish” people working and 

volunteering with the refugee reception can no longer control the situation, and therefore 

actions needs to be taken. He points out that it pains him that Sweden no longer can receive 

the amount of refugees as they have done so far.  

They then present the actions they will implement and when they do that, they remove 

the refugees as participants from the paragraphs, unless it is actions that can be positive for 

them. They once again point out that the situation in Sweden is no longer sustainable for 

anyone, and that the only way to gain a sustainable resolution is to make the member countries 

in EU to cooperate and take responsibility. The press conference then progresses in the same 

spirit. They talk about how they have taken responsibility, and how they always believed that 

the situation could be solved of only all EU countries cooperated. Löfven says that he deplores 

that the member countries in EU failed to handle the situation. Until all EU countries take their 

responsibility there is only one thing to do, and that is for Sweden to close the borders. He 

continues by saying that this is the only way to create a “breathing room” for Swedish refugee 

reception. Romson then continue to present the actions one more time. She, start to speak 

about how the government has already made some tough decisions to lead Sweden through 

this crisis. She continues by saying that they shield the international asylum right, but that the 

situation is not sustainable. She states that the government will place the asylum demands on 

a minimum level, and that ID controls will be inserted to make people seek asylum in other EU 

countries. After that she repeat what Löfven said about how many refugees Sweden have 

received and how this has put a large pressure on the authorities. She says that they implement 

these actions to shield the social welfare´s operations. She states that Sweden stands for 

tolerance, and therefore it is important to fight racism and discrimination. She then presents 

the actions the government will implement. Löfven continues by saying that he has spoken to 

the chairman of European council, Donald Tusc, and the Prime Minister for Luxemburg Savier 

Vitell. He has also spoken to Merkel and Denmark’s Prime Minister Lars Löcke Rasmussen to 

make the message from Sweden clear. Furthermore, he states that the long-term work within 

EU will continue, but these actions are necessary to create a “breathing room” for Swedish 

refugee reception. He concludes the press conference by stating that there will be a lot of work 

to generate and maintain security in society. That there will be demands on a sustainable 

redistribution system in European Union. Finally, he says that Sweden has done, and are doing 

a great effort for people on the run. But the present situation is not sustainable, therefore 

Sweden need to drastically reduce the amount of asylum seekers. He says that Sweden as a 

country has made an effort but now Swedish refugee reception needs a “breathing room”.  
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Actors 

During the press conference the Prime Minister, Stefan Löfven, and the vice Prime 

Minister, Åsa Romson, never refer to the refugees as only “refugees”. Instead they use “people 

on the run”, “immigrants”, “asylum seekers”, “quota refugees”, “flood of refugees”, 

“newcomers” and “unaccompanied children” when they speak about them. Exactly which word 

or appellation they use, depend on the context. Similar to the other two press conferences the 

refugees are collapsed into a collectivisation when they are spoken about. They are a group of 

people, but they are not always seen as generic group such as refugees, immigrants or asylum 

seekers. When the government speak about themselves and their previous actions they mainly 

refer the the refugees as “people on the run”. They place the refugees in a context that provide 

empathy for them, at the same time as they achieve a Positive Self-Representation.  Some 

example of that is:  

“There is no one who can hesitate in Sweden’s desire and ambition to take responsibility for 

people that are forced to flee from war and conflicts”. 

“We have received 80 000 people in the last two months”. 

“In summary, Sweden have made, and are making a huge effort for people displaced by war 

and conflict. That is something we should be extremely proud of”. 

Compared to the government´s discourse for self glorification above, they instead collectivise 

the refugees into a generic group when they present the actions that they now will implement. 

Words like, immigrants, and asylum seekers are often connected to problems, illegality or 

burden for society (KhosraviNik, 2010a).  For example, when presenting the actions that the 

government will implement they say:  

“This means a time limited residence permits for all in need of protection except for quota 
refugees”. 

“And we will also find an order so that medical age determination of asylum seekers can be 

applied”. 

“Therefore, we need to greatly reduce the number of asylum seekers coming to Sweden”. 

By identifying the refugees as a generic group the individuals can be hidden behind the 

connotations that categorise them. The words refugees, asylum seekers, quota refugees and so 

on, connote different things, since they are usually words put in different contexts. For 

example, asylum seekers are often connected to people who live on allowance, and they are 

often portrayed as lazy (KhosraviNik, 2010a). Refugees, however, are more connoted to war, 

poverty or other misery (Clyne, 2005). Therefore, by using asylum seeker instead of refugees 
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while presenting the action of implementing medical age determination, makes it is easier for 

the government to gain endorsement for their actions. 

 

Action  

The actions presented by the government in this press conference is, similar to to the 

actions Ygeman presented some days before, actions that strive against their primary 

appraisals. Their ideology is to help the weakest people in society, and as they have clearly 

stated in previous speech and press conferences, the refugees, and especially the children, are 

some of these  

people. When they now present their actions they do it by “hiding” that their actions are 

affecting the refugees. By saying that their goal is to make more people ‘choose’ to seek asylum 

in other countries they try to mitigate the consequences of their actions, and by referring to the 

refugees as people they reduce the impression that the actions have big impact on people in 

need.  

“Swedish legislation will be adapted to the EU minimum level. And it is precisely with the explicit 

goal of getting more people to choose to seek asylum in other EU countries than Sweden. And 

the intention is to temporarily adapt the Swedish foreigner law to the minimum requirement 

under international conventions and EU law”. 

“The right to family reunification is restricted for those in need of protection with a limited 

duration, and we also tighten the sustentation’s”. 

The government has, in the first text above, removed themselves from being the ‘doer’, and 

place the “we” late in the paragraph on the second one. This could imply that they are trying to 

“soften” the reactions of the actions. When they “openly” include themselves as the doer they 

do it embedded with strategies. For example: 

“It is required in these days more difficult decisions than we have taken so far. We as a 

government are ready to take them, to take responsibility for Sweden, responsibility for the 

Sweden where refugees will be able to obtain protection under international law”. 

This is an example for how the government use the strategy of Apparent Sympathy to defend 

their actions. The actions are presented as being for the refugees “own good”. By implementing 

these “difficult decisions” they take responsibility. The word ‘difficult’ is probably used to 

convey the recipients that these actions are something that they do not really want to take, but 

it is necessary. The paragraph also tells us that they still stand behind their ideologies, about 

taking responsibility, but that they can not do it at the same “level” as before. And, by 

embedding their actions in the argument above the government can present their actions, and 

at some point still keep their discourse connected to their ideologies. 
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“We therefore intend, as the Prime Minister announced, to temporarily implement a law to place 

the asylum claims at a minimum level. We also intend to ensure that more people in Europe seek 

asylum in other EU countries, by implementing ID checks on all public transportations to 

Sweden from the continent”. 

Their actions here rhyme inadequately to what the Prime Minister said in his speech, that the 

“But perhaps most important is yet to be a friend - a friend - that says welcome when people 

come here”.   

 

Argumentation 

There are two speakers during this press conference and these two individuals can have 

different level of modality in their argumentations for the presented actions. Therefore, this 

part of the analysis is divided to analyse if there is a difference between how Prime Minister 

Löfven, and vice Prime Minister Romson present the arguments for the actions.  

 

Prime Minister Stefan Löfven 

When Prime Minister Löfven speaks he often uses metaphors. It is a common strategy in 

political speeches. We saw it in the earlier texts and this one do not differ. Metaphors can be 

used to make people understand things that are hard to understand “just as they are”. For 

example, in this text Löfven say “We have received 80 000 people in the last two months”. That 

is a number that can be quite hard to relate to. Is is a lot of people or not? To make this clear 

he uses a metaphor saying:  

“To scale it up to a EU level and on an annual basis, this would correspond to approximately 

25 million. As 25 million people would seek asylum in EU each year. And there are so many 

underage children, and young people so that it corresponds to over one hundred school 

classes every week”.  

This metaphor has now given the impression of how many people he is talking about. And, as 

we can see, this is not something sustainable. Again, by pointing out 25 million twice, he uses 

“the fear of the mass” to gain endorsement for their actions.  

As mentioned in the introduction, Löfven start the press conference by stating how much 

Sweden has done. This might be a way to mitigate the consequences of the actions.  For 

example, by saying: 

“Sweden is a small country which make a tremendous effort. And the Swedish people have 

shown, and show, a great solidarity in a difficult time, and this have carried out as the largest 

refugee effort in modern history”. 
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The self-glorification is enhanced with exaggerating words, such as tremendous and great. He 

also speaks about how the people have, and are still showing great solidarity, connecting back 

to their ideologies. However, introducing the presentation of actions in this way, it seems to be 

a typical strategy of Positive Self-Representation that is later linked with the strategy of 

Fairness when he says: 

“Therefore, it pains me to report that Sweden is no longer able to receive asylum seekers on the 

high level that we do today”. 

“This is an untenable situation. It is untenable for those people seeking asylum. For the staff, 

and also for all those who are supposed to feel confidence in the social functions of society. Now, 

more people must seek asylum, and be offered protection in other EU countries”. 

When he argues for the actions he does it with high epistemic modality and high deontic 

modality. When he presents the action he says that Sweden “is” no longer. This states that he 

is sure and confident in the reasons for the actions presented, and he is also sure of what he 

expects from others. He states that people “must” to seek asylum in other countries, not that 

they should or can, for example. He is confident in what he says and he say it in a compelling 

way.   

  

Vice Prime Minister Åsa Romson  

There is a difference in the epistemic modality between Löfven and Romson, where 

Romson seem to be more unsure of the actions than Löfven. For example, she says: 

“We therefore intend, as Prime Minister announced, to temporarily implement a law to place 

the asylum claims at a minimum level”. 

“We want to ensure that the laws and rules governing the municipal management of 

the receipt can be adapted to the current situation”. 

“And, we also want to implement measures to strengthen entrepreneurship among 

newcomers, and reform in the service sector which increases the supply of basic services”. 

The words “intend” and “want” imply that there is a certain contingency within Romson when 

she present the actions. She also does not speak directly about the refugees when she presents 

the actions that have a negative consequence for them. And, it should also be noted that she 

referrers back to what Löfven previously said, as if she is looking for confirmation that the 

actions are the right actions to take.  The actions are also presented after the introduction 

where she uses the strategies of Justification and Fairness to advocate the actions: 
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“We are now taking steps to protect the international asylum law but, like the Prime Minister 

just said, it pains me, and I think it pains us both as representatives of our parties to realize that 

the situation we have today is not sustainable” 

Here, she uses Justification as a strategy to defend that the actions strive against their 

ideologies. She refers to the “Force of Facts”, hence that they needed to “realize” the situation, 

to argue for why they now take these actions. And, once again she uses the Prime Minister to 

seek confirmation about the actions. By referring to the Prime Minister’s word, her epistemic 

modality is reduced, which can in turn can lead to questions about their actions. 

When she speaks she use hyperbole in the argumentation for the actions. For example,  

“During this difficult autumn we have already taken a series of difficult decisions to lead 

Sweden in the crisis, a crisis initially in the form of a flood of refugees in the world, a crisis where 

people fleeing the terror, violence and threats in the countries where we work tremendously 
internationally to resolve the situation”. 

By adding words that can create an “exaggerating” feeling, a feeling that the situation is not 

under control and that these actions need to be taken, she connotes legitimacy for those 

actions. Within this Positive Self-Representation as she uses above, telling the audience how 

difficult it has been, but how they they work tremendously hard to solve the situation in the 

affected countries, she also uses the strategy of Fairness. In this case the Fairness strategy aims 

to point out how their efforts have been good, but “reality” is more complicated and therefore 

it was not enough.  

 

In Summary  

The discourse in these two texts has changed compared two the two texts from 

September. The main differences are that the refugees are not directly spoken about. Indirectly 

they are spoken about as a group, or mass of people who is considered to be a danger for the 

country. When they do talk about the refugees directly, the actual words are rarely negative. 

We saw in previous research that politicians used words such as illegals, boat people or queue 

jumpers. Since the two political parties within the government for years have conducted a 

harsh discourse against the Swedish Democrats and their immigration politics, it would be too 

risky for the government to start talking about the refugees in this way. Instead they refer to 

them mainly as “people on the run”, which connote ‘positive’ vibes for the refugees. It is 

however when they exclude the refugees from the discourse the representation gets more 

negative, when the refugees only become a number, a threat, and a burden for Sweden. When 

the government talk about the actions they talk about the amount of refugees that is coming to 

Sweden. This is a common strategy used to de-humanise people, and it is widely used by 

politicians to gain endorsement for their actions (KhosraviNik, 2010a). Another difference 
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between the two texts in September and the two in November is that the government use 

several of the strategies that van Dijk (2007) found in his research about governmental 

discourses about RASIM. In all the text, the government uses the strategy of Positive Self-

Representation but in the texts from November they also use the strategies of Negative Other-

Representation, Apparent Sympathy, Fairness, and Justification. They are defence strategies 

used to advocate their actions. These strategies are connected to the representation versus 

misrepresentation of the refugees.   
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6.3 Social structures and social practice 
This study has so far only analysed the government´s discourse in four different texts, and 

as we can see the government´s discourse about how they speak about the refugees have 

changed over time. It is not uncommon that discourses change, but it is unusual that they 

change so drastically, and over such a short time. The reason for the discourse change, and 

especially the actions connected to the discourse, need to be analysed in context of the real 

world events that occurred during this time period.   

As Fairclough (1992) has pointed out, linguistic and social phenomena are connected, and 

should therefore also be analysed in relation to each other. This section will study how the 

discourse about the refugees, and the social phenomena in Sweden and Europe at the 

particular moment were connected. There are two texts from September, and two texts from 

November. These texts will be analysed together, two and two, since their discourses are 

similar. That is, the two texts from September will be analysed as “one” discourse before the 

change, and the two texts from November will be analysed as another one, after the discourse 

change.  

As we can see in the first two texts analyses above, the discourse about the refugees are 

quite “positive” in September, in the sense that they are mainly represented as people like you 

and me, and with names. The ideologies of the government are in these text visible. They point 

out and express their ideological beliefs so that people can identify themselves with them. 

During the time of these two texts the government have received the Migration Agency’s fourth 

prognosis that revealed that there would be about 74 000 refugees arriving to Sweden during 

2015. A lower number than the year before. But, as he held his speech the Migration Agency 

had already seen that their prognosis might not be correct. There were more people arriving to 

Sweden, approximately 9000 people were seeking asylum per week. In the news people got 

reports about how boats sunk in the Mediterranean Sea and how refugees were dying in trucks 

while trying to save their, and their families lives. Maybe the most important report in the news 

during this time period, was a picture that spread all over the global news. It was the picture of 

the dead three-year-old boy Alan. This picture was an eye-opener for many people and the 

reality of the refugees was discussed everywhere. Opinion leaders in Sweden were discussing 

how everyone should help, and many Swedish celebrities performed for free during a gala 

called Hela Sverige Skramlar [All of Sweden collect] organised by UNHCR. In Sweden this 

was the major topic for conversation. 

Where some people started volunteering and help the refugees in every way they could, 

other said that Sweden should close the borders, and not accept so many refugees to Sweden. 

The war in Syria and the terror actions in Paris, 13 November 2016, started a discussion about 

how ISIS are trying to enter the countries disguised as refugees (Ohlsson, 2015). Especially the  
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political debate was strong about how to handle the situation. Many political parties had 

already started making some adjustments in their politics to reduce the amount of refugees 

seeking to Sweden. The Moderate Party was one of the parties who strived for tougher 

regulations. And in December 2015 they presented a third option between the open 

immigration that The Green Party strives for, and the closed borders that The Swedish 

Democrats wants (moderaterna.se). This was a response to the success that the Swedish right-

winged party The Swedish Democrats has had during the selection the year before, when they 

grew to be Sweden’s third biggest party. Their main question has always been about 

immigration, stating that Sweden should reduce the amount of immigrants due to the “safety” 

in Sweden. Their discourse was about how Sweden should not receive the waves of refugees as 

it currently did (sd.se). Slowly, when the number of refugees increased the Swedish politics 

that previously had been one party (The Swedish Democrats), against all other parties had 

turned. At this moment half of the political parties were for a subtilized politics, while half of 

the parties, including the ones in the government, were arguing that Sweden could receive 

more refugees and that the discourse about refugees as “volumes” was unethical.  

This discourse is reflected in the two first text analysed above. The texts are in strong line 

with the parties’ political ideologies, for solidarity, freedom and equality. They talk about the 

refugees mainly as people on the run, or refugees. Every now and then they also refer to the 

refugees as asylum seekers, or quota refugees, but only then when presenting the actions. Their 

discourse is about responsibility and helping people in need. They talk about actions to help 

the refugees, and they build their argumentation on solidarity.  

 But as the amount of refugees increase drastically to Sweden, the discourse changes. This 

is what Fairclough (1992) argue to be a dialectal relationship. The discourse changed since the 

social structure changed. To be able to argue for the actions they took due to the structural 

changes in society, the government also needed to adjust their discourse. However, the 

discourse did not make the complete about-face as the government´s actions did. Instead in 

the two texts analysed above from November we can see that the government use a mixture of 

formal and informal styles when they talk about the refugees. When they present their actions 

they mainly do it such as facts. The talk about the “refugee wave” and use the very same 

discourse as they previously stated as unethical. They however, also try to stick to their “old” 

discourse and talk about the refugees as “people on the run”. The biggest difference is though 

that the government stop talking about the refugees as individuals to encourage empathy. 

Instead they are collapsed to generic groups.  
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7 Conclusion 
The way people produce and understand texts are by ideologically based models and social 

beliefs. Texts are therefore usually strategically produced, and variables of lexical choices as 

well as syntax may be formed and controlled by underlying representations (van Dijk, 2007). 

The actions and the argumentation for action used by the government changed as a whole, 

which in turn changed the syntax and the lexical choices of presenting the refugees. The 

government´s discourse still used some of the underlying representations of their ideologies, 

but their actions and how they presented them removed the representation of refugees as active 

actors. The lexical choices and linguistic mechanisms used by the government changed slightly, 

but not as drastically as a superficial reading revealed. Underlying ideologies can be revealed 

by lexical choices, and as Clyne (2005) found in his research the government mainly used other 

words than refugees in the last two texts. One reason for that could be that the term refugee 

connotes positive feelings. This was something the government wanted to avoid since they 

could gain more endorsement for their actions if the refugees became dehumanised. Even 

though the linguistic (micro) mechanisms changed marginally, but the employment of (macro) 

strategies underwent superior changes. In the two texts from November they used more 

strategies connected to the strategies that van Dijk (1997) present in his research about hidden 

racism in discourse, than they did in the two texts from September. Almost all of the strategies 

can be found in the government´s last two texts. For example, during the two press conferences 

they held in November, they repeatedly stated that Sweden had received more people than ever 

before, more than 80 000 people. By referring to, what van Dijk (2007) call, “the Force of 

Facts” they justify their actions. Other strategies used by the government in the last two texts 

are firstly, Apparent Sympathy, when they argue that closing the border and inserting ID 

controls are for “their own good” so that they can help the people who have already arrived to 

Sweden in the best way here, but also so that the refugees can get better help “somewhere else” 

in Europe. Secondly, it is the strategy of Fairness, to once again point out that the decisions 

they took needed to be taken since the other countries were not taking their responsibility. By 

using this “firm but fair” move, by closing the borders, their aim was to force other countries 

to take responsibility.  This was an action meant to affect Europe, but the refugees were the 

ones who became the real victims such policies. However, the most used strategies were 

Positive-Self Representation and Negative Other-Representation. These two strategies are 

common in political discourses and they were used in all four texts, both before the discourse 

change and after. The strategy of Positive Self-Representation is emphasised by comparison 

between Sweden and Europe, a common strategy also found in Wodak´s et al., (2009) research 

about construction of national identity. The Positive Self-Representation as well as the 

Negative Other-Representation is usually general strategies, based on the underlying ingroup  
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- outgroup polarization of ideologies (van Dijk, 2007). That is, the positive things of the 

ingruops, and the negative things by the outgroups are emphasized, while the negative things 

for the ingroup and positive things for the outgroups are mitigated. Positive Self-

Representation and Negative Other-Representation are therefore often connected to each 

other. As Chilton (2004) found in his research these strategies are commonly used together to 

gain legitimisation for own actions, and by representing the others negatively they are being 

de-legitimised. It should however be stated that the Negative Other-Representation was 

mainly about Europe. The Negative Other-Representation about the refugees were used in the 

two last press conferences. Especially, the press conference Ygeman held, when he spoke about 

how the Migration Agency, the Police Authority and Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency fear 

the situation, he used the strategy of Negative Other-Representation about the refugees. 

Ygeman used a discourse which told the recipients that the refugees were a danger for society. 

As Klocker and Dunn (2003) pointed out “Asylum seekers are clearly some of the most 

vulnerable and terrorised peoples on the planet, yet federal government documents portray 

them in an overwhelmingly negative manner” (p.76). During the press conference we can see 

that the Swedish government used the same kind of negatively manner as the Australian 

government Klocker and Dunn refer to.  

The strategies of Discontinuating/Dissimilation were also used in a large extent. Wodak 

et al., (2009) found that these strategies were used in a great extent to emphasise the difference 

between then and now, as well now and the future. For example, in both the first and second 

texts the Prime Minister refer to the experiences of Second World War, and how Europe then 

stood up for humanity. This emphasis of then and now is used in a positive sense for the 

refugees but for a Negative Other-Representation of Europe and EU. In the last text from 

November, they used the same strategies to emphasise the necessary difference between now 

and the future. They pointed out that the present situation was unsustainable for Sweden and 

therefore the immigration politics needed to change. With this the ideologies that the 

government explicitly expressed in the first two texts were dissimulated. Chilton (2004) found 

in his research that Coercion often were used by politicians to position themselves and others 

in specific relationships. For example, the government has set the agenda for all the four texts 

analysed above. This coerce the audience to at least temporarily accept or understand the texts. 

Since they previously expressed their ideologies loud and clear blaming the other 

political parties for having an unethical discourse, their “new” discourse were critically 

discussed in media and among the citizens in Sweden. The actions, and the new discourse 

followed by the actions, agitated both the media, other political parties as well as the citizens 

in Sweden. Also in the own political parties there were upset feelings, especially among The 

Swedish Green Party, and many politicians thought that The Swedish Green Party should leave 

the government instead of accepting the new actions. Previous research has shown that when 
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recipients do not know the speaker, and the ideologies or social representations, they might 

misunderstand or misinterpret the speaker. These misunderstandings are usually followed by 

questions, such as “what do you mean”, explanations or negotiation” (van Dijk, 2007). But in 

this case it was the other way around. The recipients got confused and upset since they did 

know the government´s ideological standpoints and social representations, and these new 

actions strived against those primal appraisals.  

The aim of this study was to contribute with knowledge about political discourse changes 

over short time periods.  The analysis reveal that the government in some way had the ambition 

to persist to their ideological standpoints in their discourse. However, since the actions they 

implemented strived against their ideologies their discourse became confound and repetitive. 

At the same time as the government tried to draw on their ideology of solidarity, they used 

discourse strategies connected to an elite racism discourse to defend their actions. Previous 

research say that discourse change is characterized by conversely or inconsistent elements, and 

this study has come to the same conclusion (Fairclough, 1992).  The government seemed 

“forced” to change their discourse which led to an inconsistency of styles and vocabulary. In 

the last two texts the government spoke more about the ‘reality’. They spoke about numbers 

and presented the ‘fact’ that forced them to close the borders. According to Chilton (2004) 

politicians present the ‘reality’ only when they can gain endorsement for for their political 

beliefs and actions. The government still tried to use a humanisation discourse. Examples of 

that is when Löfven and Romson, in the last press conference, still try to talk about the refugees 

as people on the run. They talked about how it pained them to take such drastic actions. But 

since their actions were so different from what they expressed in their previous discourse the 

new discourse got affected. When they presented their new policy they distanced themselves 

from the refugees by using aggregation or simply removing the them as actors. Discourse is 

connected to social practise, and discourses is hence not only words, it is also actions. The 

representation of refugees got affected not only by what the government said, but how they 

argued for their actions. What features the discourse before the discourse change is that it had 

a clear ideological standpoint. Their ideologies were embedded in almost everything they say, 

and they formulated their discourse based on their ideologies. They talked about solidarity, 

responsibility, freedom and equality. The talked about the refugees as humans and they created 

a personalised representation to generated a feeling of togetherness. In November, the 

discourse changed and was featured by a scattered representation where the refugees were, on 

one hand, considered to be of great danger for the society, and on the other hand, still people 

on the run in desperate need for help. The discursive strategies became connected to an elite 

racism discourse, at the same time as they tried to humanise them.  

My conclusion of this study is that the government in some way had the ambition to  
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persist to their discourse about solidarity. The tone of discourse changed depending on who 

was speaking. For example, Ygeman had a more negative discourse than Romson. Romson, in 

turned, seemed very hesitant when she was presenting the actions. What evidently made the 

government change their discourse was the fact that more than 80 000 people arrived to 

Sweden within two months, and that Sweden were not prepared for the reception of that many 

refugees. According to van Dijk (2007), ideologies do not change within a few days. And, since 

they tried to persist to their discourse I would argue that they did not change their ideological 

standpoints, but they distanced themselves from them in order to gain endorsement for their 

actions. However, since this study is over a short time period it is difficult to answer whether 

they did or not. It should be stated that the relationship between language, power and ideology 

is to complex to be fully discussed in such a short study as this one.  

There have been few studies in the area of discourse change and political communication. 

Previous research has mainly pointed out that ideological, and discursive changes occur during 

a longer time period. However, the situation in Europe that occurred during 2015 were one of 

a kind. The Swedish government´s decision to close the borders and insert one of Europe’s 

toughest border controls was an about-face rarely seen before. Discursive changes usually 

involve forms of transgression (Fairclough, 1992), and they can be traced to conversely or 

inconsistent elements. This study confirm that a discourse change is distinguished by an 

obfuscated linguistic mixture of styles and vocabulary. Since the discourse change was forced 

by a large amount of refugees seeking protection in Sweden during a short time period, the 

discourse was even more inconsistent than it would have been, if it would have been a “natural” 

or hegemonic discourse change. I suggest that the findings of this study should be further 

analysed from a recipient perspective. The discourse change, the confusion within the 

government´s new discourse, and the actions they implemented, most likely affected the 

medias representation of the parties in the government as well as the voter’s interpretation. By 

using focus groups or audience research, I propose a study of how the media reflected the 

government´s discourse during the autumn of 2015, and how the population in Sweden reacted 

on the about-face. Did the confidence towards the government decrease, increase or did it stay 

unchanged? 
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Appendix 1: Speech by Stefan Löfven 
Kära Vänner, 

Miljoner människor är på flykt. PÅ flykt undan krig och fasansfull terror. Det är människor 

som du och jag med sina förhoppningar sina drömmar om livet, men som tvingas fly ifrån 

bomber med sina barn i famnen. 

Och på vägen riskerar så de sina liv – i lastutrymmen, i containrar, i fullständigt sjöodugliga 

båtar. Och, alla klarar sig inte.  

Alan, 3 år, sköljdes upp på stranden. Det han fick uppleva av fasa och rädslan. Och att hans liv 

slutade vid tre års ålder det ska ingen behöva uppleva.  

Jag sörjer Alan och alla andra barn som dör i krig och terror. Jag sörjer alla dem människor 

som faller offer. Jag sörjer med föräldrar, anhöriga, släkt. Jag sörjer med mänskligheten, när 

vi nu ser det här inför våra ögon. 

Den sorg vi känner ska vi också omvandla till handlingskraft. Därför att nu måste vi självfallet 

agera och Sverige ska fortsätta att ta sitt ansvar i detta. Men det räcker inte. Det räcker inte, 

hela Europa måste göra mer och på tisdag träffar jag Tysklands förbundskansler, Angela 

Merkel, för att vi ska diskutera en plan för hur Europa ska möta den internationella 

flyktingkrisen.  

Det behövs… Det behövs ett tvingande och permanent omfördelningssystem för att alla EU-

länder ska ta emot människor som flyr för sina liv. EU måste kraftigt öka mottagande av 

kvotflyktingar och Sverige, ja, vi ska göra vår del av ett sånt åtagandet. 

Därför att EU´s medlemsländer har ett gemensamt ansvar. Tanken var aldrig, aldrig, att det 

europeiska samarbetet skulle vara ett sätt att stänga ute människor som flyr. Att dessa 

människor inte skulle få en laglig väg att kunna söka asyl. Tanken var aldrig att 

medlemsländerna skulle ägna sig åt något slags svarte-petter-spel där den med sämst politik 

kommer undan ansvar. 

Precis tvärtom. Tanken. Det Europiska samarbetet föddes ur erfarenheterna av vårt eget 

fasanfulla krig. I år är det kära vänner 70 år sedan. 70 år sedan som vi sa:” Aldrig någonsin ska 

det hända igen.” Och vårt samarbete enade Europa efter det kalla krigets slut. Och då sa vi:” 

Aldrig mer murar för att göra skillnad mellan människa och människa. Aldrig mer!” 
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Och nu måste vi återigen bestämma oss, vilket Europa vi ska ha? Vilket Europa vi ska vara? 

Och mitt Europa tar emot människor som flyr från krig! Och vi gör det solidariskt och vi gör 

det gemensamt. Mitt Europa bygger inte murar, vi hjälps åt när nöden är stor. 

Och om vi bär den här uppgiften tillsammans kära vänner, ja då kan vi göra skillnad på riktigt 

för människor. Sverige och Tyskland och några andra länder till bara kan inte göra det själva. 

Alla EU-länder måste hjälpa till. 

Så nu är det dags att Europa står upp för människans okränkbara värde och lika rätt, det som 

vi i deklarationer och avtal har svurit att vi ska värna. Det är det som Sverige står upp för. Och 

det står vi upp för precis här idag. 

Förra veckan fick jag ett brev ifrån Agnes Ohlsson 11 år. Och Agnes Ohlsson hon skrev så här: 

”Jag och min pappa ska hjälpa till på ett hem där ensamma barn bor. Vi ska göra ordning deras 

cyklar så att de kan börja cykla. Jag önskar att jag kan göra något mer. Har du något förslag?” 

Agnes, du gör mig så stolt. Jag är så stolt att vara statsminister i ett land där du bor. Och ditt 

brev visar bland annat att alla kan göra någonting. Man kan bli kontaktperson för ett 

ensamkommande flyktingbarn. Man kan samla in pengar till kläder och mat. Och det är en 

väldigt bra idé att laga cyklar så att barn kan cykla på dem. Men kanske allra viktigaste är ändå 

att vara en kompis – en vän – som säger välkommen när människor kommer hit. 

Lika stolt är jag över att se er här idag. Stolt över alla dem runt om i hela Sverige som står upp 

för solidariteten. Alla ni som säger: vi vill hjälpa till, alla ni som leker med barnen, läser läxor 

med barnen som precis har kommit till Sverige. Ni som visar på riktigt att vi människor är till 

för varandra. 

Tack Agnes. Tack till er alla. Det är ni alla som gör Sverige ett land att vara stolt över. 

Men kära vänner, att ta emot flyktingar det kan aldrig vara en uppgift för en enskild person, 

eller en enskild organisation. Detta är en nationell uppgift. Och som nation som vi ska ta oss 

an den. 

Sveriges mottagning av flyktingar, är hela Sveriges ansvar. Och därför ska också alla 

kommuner ta emot flyktingar  – ingen ska kunna smita undan. Och det är därför ökar vi stödet 

till kommunerna som tar emot flyktingar. Och det är därför som vi arbetar dagligen, dagligen 

för att de familjer, människor som förlorat så mycket. Ska kunna återfå sitt hopp om livet. Dem 

ska få det genom jobb, genom skolgång, genom samhällsgemenskap och sen ska de också 
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tillsammans med oss alla vara med och bygga vårt Sverige. Och då blir också det som nu kan 

te sig som en ansträngning, det blir en tillgång för vårt land. 

Och vi ska kära vänner, fortsätta att vara ett land som bär solidariteten som vår största stolthet. 

Och jag är glad att idag finns här företrädare för många partier och många organisationer att 

ungdomsförbunden har gått samman. Ni ska känna stolthet för detta. 

Och idag, Idag är inte tiden att peka finger åt varandra. Idag är tid att hittade gemensamma 

lösningarna. De gemensamma svaren.  

Det är det Sverige jag leder.  

Det är det Sverige jag älskar. 

Det är det Sverige vi är så stolta över. Tack ska ni ha. 
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Appendix 2: Press Conference by Stefan Löfven 
Välkomna till den här pressträffen.  

 

Vi är mitt uppe i internationell flyktingkris som självfallet också påverkar Europa, har blivit 

också en europeisk kris. Jag vill dock påstå att Europas kris det är inte en flyktingkris, utan det 

är en ansvarskris. 

 

I morgon reser jag till Berlin för att träffa Tysklands förbundskansler Angela Merkel och senare 

i morgon så kommer jag här i Stockholm att ta emot Österrikes förbundskansler Werner 

Faymann. 

 

Att reformera Eus migrationspolitik, det har varit högt på agendan sedan regeringen tillträdde 

i fjol, höst. Ett viktigt steg var det samarbete som jag påbörjade med och den pakt som jag slöt 

med Angela Merkel i Februari om att vi tillsammans, Tyskland och Sverige, ska agera och 

arbeta hårt för att fler länder ska ta sitt ansvar. 

 

Jag är väldigt stolt över att få företräda Sverige, och att Sverige är ett av de få länder som under 

lång tid har haft, och kommer att ha, en solidarisk flyktingpolitik. Jag är också hoppfull när jag 

nu hör fler och fler ledare säger sig vilja ta mer ansvar och vilja göra mer.  

 

Men jag är också bekymrad. Det finns fortfarande allt för många medlemsländer som smiter 

undan sitt ansvar, Ungern är ett av dem. Viktor Orban är premiärminister i ett av de länder 

som får mest EU-bidrag. Och då är slutsatsen rätt logisk. Vill ha ha del av det gemensamma, 

måste man också visa att man är en del av det gemensamma.  

 

Vi ska komma ihåg att de internationella flyktingsystemen de skapades en gång för de 

Européer som var på flykt under andra världskrigets fasor. Och det bidrog till att rädda livet 

på miljontals människor i Europa. Ingenstans borde därför ett grundmurat försvar för 

flyktingars rätt till en fristad vara en självklar som just här i Europa.  

 

Det var också ur de fruktansvärda erfarenheterna av krigets fasor här på vår kontinent som det 

Europeiska samarbetet en gång reste sig. Idag är ungefär 60 miljoner människor runt om i 

världen på flykt. Ungefär hälften av dem är barn. De allra flesta av de 60 miljoner människorna 

de befinner sig i sina egna länder men vi har också en tredjedel av dessa som är utanför sitt 

eget land.  
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Några av de här människorna söker sig till EU. Och i år är prognosen för det ungefär en miljon 

människor. Det är en ansträngning, ja. Men Europa, EU har tillsammans en befolkningsmängd 

på 500 miljoner människor. Om man gör tanke experimentet att vi har en ö där det finns 500 

människor och så kommer det en till. Då kan man inte säga att den människan inte får plats. 

Det här är en fråga om moraliskt ansvar. Och nu vill jag redogöra för Sveriges positioner inför 

arbetet  med att reformera flyktingmottagandet i EU.  

 

Det första är att alla måste ta ansvar. Hittills har två av EUs medlemsländer, nämligen 

Tyskland och Sverige, tillsammans tagit emot ungefär hälften av alla asylsökande som kom 

ifrån Syrien. Fyra länder, däribland Österrike, har tillsammans tagit emot ytterligare en 

tredjedel. Och resterande 22 EU länder har tagit emot endast en femtedel. Samma mönster ser 

i om vi tittar på det totala antalet asylsökande från samtliga länder. Förra året var det fem av 

EU:s medlemsländer som tog emot tre fjärdedelar av det totala antalet asylsökande. Det här 

håller inte. Vi ska se till att värna asylrätten och för att göra det måste alla EU länder göra sin 

plikt. Vi måste därför få till ett tvingande och permanent omfödelningssystem vid katastrofer. 

När Europeiska rådet träffades i juni  då kom vi överens om ett tillfälligt och ett frivilligt 

omfödelningssystem och det räcker inte. 

 

Nu behövs ett permanent och tvingande system som träder i kraft när antalet flyktingar i ett 

land ökar kraftigt i samband med katastrofer. Och för att få till stånd en sådan 

överenskommelse så måste också Dublinförordningen reformeras. Antalet kvotflyktingar 

måste också höjas kraftigt och de kvoterna måste självfallet fördelas jämnt över EU:s 

medlemsländer. Och jag vill se uppemot 100 000 kvotflyktingar fördelat i EU som helhet.  

 

Därutöver behöver fler lagliga vägar in i EU upparbetas. Och kommissionen bör därför med 

stöd av sin initiativrätt utreda och presentera alternativ för för fler lagliga vägar att söka asyl 

inom EU. Jag kommer senare i dag att tala med FN:s flyktingkommissarie António Guterres 

för att höra om möjligheten om UNHCR skulle kunna påbörja ett pilotprojekt i länder kring 

medelhavet och med bistånd av EU ge fler flyktingar en säker väg in i EU. 

 

EU måste också fortsätta att prioritera rädda liv, människosmugglarna som ofta medvetet 

sänder mycket utsatta människor på flykt rakt in i döden. De människosmugglarna måste 

bekämpas.  

 

Det andra, det är ordning och reda i flyktingmottagande och det gäller självfallet EU som helhet 

men även här i Sverige. Grunden ska vara en reglerad invandring. Människor som flyr undan 

krig och förtryck dem ska ha rätt att söka skydd, och rätt till skydd. Och alla som söker skydd 
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ska ha en individuell och rättssäker prövning. De som har asylskäl ska få stanna, de som inte 

har asylskäl ska få återvända.  

 

Asylprövningen måste gå så snabbt och effektivt som möjligt och EU bör därför skyndsamt 

enas om ett system med säkra länder. Det innebär att EU gemensamt pekar ut ett antal länder 

där extremt få människor har asylskäl och att asylansökan från dessa lände, människor från 

dessa länder, då också prövas snabbare.  

 

Vi kan ta Västra Balkan som ett exempel. Endast tre procent av dem från de länderna som 

sökte asyl i Sverige förra året beviljades och bedömdes ha asylskäl. Genom att ha en snabb men 

rättssäker prövning från de här länderna kan EU:s förmåga att bereda skydd åt människor med 

asylskäl öka. Ur svensk perspektiv så kommer det inte att innebära så stor förändring för den 

praktiska myndighetsstyrningen då migrationsverket redan tillämpar ett liknande förfarande, 

men det kan definitivt få effekt för EU som helhet.  

 

Vi måste ha ordning och reda vid själva mottagandet. Alla länder måste då ta ansvar för att 

upprätthålla EU:s yttre gräns och leva upp till asylreglerna och idag finns det stora brister i det. 

Det är viktigt att kommissionen vidtar ytterligare åtgärder mot stater som bryter mot 

överenskomna regler och lagar. Och för att förbättra det Europiska mottagningssystemet bör 

också EU:s asylmyndighet (EASO) och Frontex förstärkas eftersom det behövs ytterligare 

resurser för ökat uppdrag kring samordning, utbildning, riskanalys och det ska tas inom EU:s 

nuvarande budgetram.  

 

Därutöver måste vi ha ordning och reda i återvändandet. Vi måste bli bättre på att sända 

tillbaka de personer som har fått ett återvändandebeslut och därför bör EU skyndsamt ena sig 

om ett återvändandeprogram.  

 

Slutligen ska vi ha ordning och reda i etableringen för dem som har fått rätt att stanna. 

Regeringen kommer inom kort att presentera ett etableringspaket i höstens budgetproposition 

och regeringen kommer också att lägga fram ett lagförslag som innebär att alla kommuner i 

Sverige ska dela på ansvaret. Det är hög tid att avskaffa kommunvetot i flyktingpolitiken. Hög 

tid att ge alla kommuner bättre möjlighet att ge nyanlända ett bra mottagande.  

 

För det tredje, är det konfliktlösning. Vi måste också angripa orsakerna till den här 

internationella flyktingkrisen. EU måste föra en betydligt mer aktiv utrikespolitik för att bidra 

till mer säkerhet, ökad fred i vårt närområde. Och vi måste till exempel gemensamt öka 

ansträngningarna för att nå en politisk lösning i Syrien. Jag pratade i går med FN:s biträdande 
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generalsekreterare Jan Elisasson, om just Syrien och om behovet att inte minst FN:s 

säkerhetsråd måste göra mer. FN:s säkerhetsråd måste ta ett större ansvar de permanenta 

medlemmarna och enligt min uppfattning så har USA och Ryssland ett speciellt ansvar i detta. 

Vi har också några länder i regionen, Saudiarabien, Iran som bär ett stort ansvar för den 

situation vi nu ser.  

 

Sverige är också en stor humanitär givare. Vi kommer att fortsätta att stödja människor som 

är i nöd. Stöd ska ges för återuppbyggnad. Demokratiska institutioner och ett aktivt civilt 

samhälle. De migrationsmöte som kommer att hållas, det toppmöte mellan EU och Afrikanska 

Unionen i Valetta på Malta i November. Det är ett viktigt tillfälle också för våra två 

organisationer att diskutera hur vi bäst hjälper människor på plats. 

 

Sammanfattningsvis, Sverige kommer att driva de här 10 ståndpunkterna för att reformera 

EU:s flyktingpolitik.  

 

1. Att EU ska inrätta en permanent och tvingande omfördelningsmekanism vid 
katastrofer. 

2. Att EU ska fortsätta att prioritera att rädda liv. 

3. Att  alla EU:s medlemsstater ska ta sitt ansvar för att upprätthålla EU:s yttre gräns 
och leva upp till asylreglerna. 

4. Att EU:s asyl- och gränsmyndigheter ska förstärkas. 

5. Att  EU ska fortsätta att bekämpa människosmugglarna. 

6. Att  EU måste få till stånd ett effektivt och humant återvändande och enas om ett 
återvändandeprogram. 

7. Att  EU ska skyndsamt enas om ett system med säkra länder. 

8. Att  EU kraftigt ska öka antalet kvotflyktingar till cirka 100 000. 

9. Att EU-kommissionen ska föreslå fler lagliga vägar till EU. 

10. Att EU behöver en mer aktiv utrikes och biståndspolitik för att hjälpa människor 
på plats. 

Jag säger det igen, Det är med stolthet som jag företräder Sverige I arbetet med att 
reformera flyktingmottagandet i EU. Vi tar vårt ansvar. Vi ska fortsätta att ta vårt 
ansvar. Nu är det också dags att andra länder tar sitt ansvar.   
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Appendix 3: Press conference by Anders Ygeman 
Välkomna 

 

Jag (Anders Ygeman) och migrationsverkets kommunikationsdirektör, Mikael Hvinlund 

kommer på den här press träffen berätta om två beslut regeringen kommer fatta vid 

morgondagens sammanträde.  

 

Fler personer på flykt söker sig nu till Sverige än någonsin tidigare. Migrationen medför 

möjligheter för Sverige, men även stora utmaningar. Migrationsverket är under extremt stort 

tryck. Det faktum att migrationsströmmarna är blandade skapar stora svårigheter för 

migrationsverket. Verken har därför under eftermiddagen gått fram med en begäran till 

regeringen om att införa gränskontroller vid inre gräns för att underlätta deras arbete.  

 

Polismyndigheten bedömer att i nuläget finns ett hot mot allmän ordning och inre säkerhet i 

Sverige som uppfyller Schengenregelverkets krav, men de har inte gjort någon framställan om 

att regeringen ska fatta beslut om en inre gränskontroll.  

 

Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap pekar i sin nationella säkerhetsbild på stora 

påfrestningar för samhällsviktig säkerhet. Påfrestningarna innebär betydande utmaningar för 

samhällets funktionalitet.  

 

Regeringen gör därför den samlade bedömningen att en inre gränskontroll är påkallad och 

uppfyller EU rättens krav. Regeringen kommer därför i morgon besluta om att tillfälligt 

återinföra gränskontroll vid inre gräns. Kontrollen ska börja genomföras i morgon, torsdagen 

den 12 november, klockan 12.00 och inledningsvis gälla i tio dagar till och med den 21 

november.  

 

Jag lämnar ordet till Mikael så han kan redogöra för migrationsverkets bevekelsegrunder.  

 

Tack,  

 

Migrationsverkets uppdrag är att värna om asylrätten och i det ingår att pröva de asylsökandes 

rätt till skydd och se till att de får tak över huvudet. Sen i september så har migrationsverket 

registrerat cirka 80 000 asylsökande. Det vill säga lika många som vi registrerade under hela 

2014. Och vi har en situation nu där människor tvingas sova i tält utanför våra kontor i våra 

receptioner och i tillfälliga evakueringsplatser, de blir kvar relativt länge dessutom.  
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Och vi har en situation där migrationsverket inte längre löser uppdraget som handlar om att 

säkerställa tak över huvudet. Vi har en situation där färjelägen och tågstationer där många 

ensamkommande barn faktiskt försvinner varje dag och det är inte rimligt. 

 

Införande gränskontroll kan leda till ett mer strukturerat och ordnat mottagande. Vi ser idag 

att en relativt stor andel av de som transporterats till migrationsverkets kontor för registrering 

avviker. Det medför att ett stort antal människor befinner sig i Sverige utan möjligheter att ta 

del av de rättigheter som följer när man söker asyl.  

 

Gränskontroll kan också ge oss möjlighet att snabbare sortera ut de ärenden som rör det som 

vi vill prioritera, det vill säga ensamkommande barn och barnfamiljer och säkerställa att dem 

i första hand får tak över huvudet.  

 

[Ygeman igen] 

 

Jaha, förutom beslutet om gränskontroll kommer regeringen i morgon remittera ett förslag om 

att de passagerarlistor som rederier som trafikerar svensk hamn är skyldiga att upprätta 

kompletteras med en obligatorisk legitimationskontroll. Tanken är att det ska leda till en 

förstärkt ordning och säkerhet ombord på våra färjor, och i våra hamnar, och underlätta 

identifieringen av de som söker sig till Sverige för att söka asyl. Identitetskravet omfattar ej 

barn som reser tillsammans med föräldrar som kan legitimera sig.  

 

Min tanke är att rederierna så snart det är praktiskt möjligt för dem tar denna möjligheten att 

leva upp till EU-rättens krav på passagerarlistor.  

 

Jag misstänker att det kan finnas en och annan fråga nu, så varsågoda.  
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Appendix 4: Press conference by Stefan Löfven and Åsa Romson 
Hjärtligt välkomna 

 

Idag så kommer vi att tala om de nya åtgärder som regeringen avser att införa med anledning 

av flyktingsituationen. Sveriges flyktingmottagande leds av några viktiga och tydliga principer. 

Och det är att Sverige ska ta sin del av det globala ansvaret för människor på flykt och vi värnar 

den internationella asylrätten. Det innebär att vi agerar på tre nivåer. Vi agerar för det första 

globalt genom att bekämpa rötterna till konflikterna som gör att människor behöver fly över 

huvud taget, och vi hjälper till på plats. Vi arbetar inom EU för att EU ska ta ett samlat och 

gemensamt ansvar. Vi arbetar här hemma med en human flyktingpolitik. En reglerad 

invandring som på ett hållbart sätt, långsiktigt hållbart sätt, kan se till att vi kan göra det bästa 

både för samhället och för människor som flyr. Och så att samhället har möjlighet att erbjuda 

jobb, bostäder och utbildning. Det finns ingen som kan tveka på Sveriges vilja och ambitioner 

för att ta ansvar för människor som tvingar fly ifrån krig och konflikter.  

 

Vi har tagit emot 80 000 människor de senaste två månaderna. Det är överlägset flest 

asylsökande per capita i EU och skulle man skala upp det på EU nivå och på årsbasis så 

motsvarar det ungefär 25 miljoner. Som att 25 miljoner människor skulle söka asyl i EU under 

ett år. Och det är så pass många minderåriga barn och unga så att det motsvarar över ett 

hundra skolklasser varje vecka.  

 

Sverige är ett litet land som gör en enorm insats. Och det svenska folket har visat, och visar, en 

stor solidaritet i en svår tid och det som har genomförts det är den största flyktinginsatsen in 

modern historia.  

 

Vi har medarbetare på migrationsverket som jobbar dag och natt, sju dagar i veckan för att 

hitta sängplatser och se till att människor får mat för dagen. Och att de också registreras. Vi 

har många frivilliga i våra frivilligorganisationer som har gjort ovärderliga insatser för att allt 

det här ska fungera. Vi har kommuner runt om i landet  som har sökt med ljus och lykta efter 

tillfälliga boenden och också ställt evakueringsplatser till förfogande. Vi har tältläger uppsatta 

i Skåne.  

 

Därför smärtar det mig att meddela att Sverige inte längre klarar att ta emot asylsökande på 

den höga nivå som vi gör idag. Vi ser att kommuner Lex-Sara anmäler sig själva för att de inte 

längre kan sköta sitt mottagande på ett säkert sätt. Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och 

beredskap slår larm om att viktiga samhällsfunktioner inte klarar av den här ansträngningen. 
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Migrationsverket rapporterar att de inte längre kan ge sovplatser till människor som söker sig 

hit.  

 

Det här är en ohållbar situation. Den är ohållbar för de människor som söker asyl. För 

personalen och också för alla de som ska känna förtroende för samhällsfunktionerna. Nu måste 

kort uttryckt fler människor söka asyl och erbjudas skydd i andra EU länder.    

 

Det har blivit och framstått länge uppenbart att en riktigt hållbar och långsiktig lösning det 

kan enbart tas fram på EU nivå. EU måste ha kontroll över sin yttre gräns och varje land måste 

naturligtvis bidra till att ordningen upprätthålls. Det är en förutsättning för själva den fria 

rörligheten i Europa.  

 

Jag har sedan jag tillträdde som stadsminister arbetat för just ett delat ansvar inom den 

Europeiska unionen. När vi såg att flyktingkrisen tilltog, när exempelvis konflikterna och 

säkerhetsläget i Irak, i Afghanistan och Syrien förvärrades. När tillstånden i flyktinglägren 

försämrades och fler med det väntades till Europa, under hela den tiden har min och 

regeringens hållning varit att det enda hållbara det är att medlemsländerna löser den här 

utmaningen tillsammans.  

 

Om EU:s 28 medlemsländer är med här och tar ansvaret, då kan vi hantera en sådan här 

massflyktingsituation på ett helt annat sätt än vad som görs idag. Sverige, Tyskland, Österrike 

vi har tillsammans varit pådrivande för omfördelning och också för skapandet av en struktur. 

En ny struktur för hur ett gemensamt mottagande ska kunna fungera i EU. Vi har flyttat fram 

processionerna men det är fortfarande viktigt men vi också se att processerna har gått alldeles 

för trögt, det har gått för långsamt, och de beslut som fattats har också implementerats alldeles 

för långsamt. Det innebär att de framgångar som vi trots allt nått har inte varit nog.  

 

Nu står vi i ett läge där människor på flykt inte längre registreras när de kommer till Europa, i 

det landet utan att man rör sig fritt mellan länder i EU och då har det blivit så att Sverige har 

blivit det land som tar störst ansvar av alla i förhållande till vår befolkningsmängd samtidigt 

som många andra länder gör väldigt väldigt lite.  

 

Jag beklagar att EU:s medlemsländer inte har klarat av att hantera den här situationen 

tillsammans. Det är också så att det går inte att kombinera fri rörlighet med flykt ifrån ansvar. 

Det är uppenbart att migrationspolitiken inom EU måste ses över i sin helhet. 

Dublinförordningen behövs göras om ersättas med ett permanent omfödelningssystem i EU. 

Det är bara så som vi kan få en hållbar migrationspolitik i Europeiska unionen.  
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Och fram tills det är gjort så finns det en sak, en primär sak, som Sveriga kan göra för att få fler 

EU länder att ta sitt ansvar och det är att visa att vi helt enkelt inte har möjlighet att göra mer.  

 

Så syftet med de åtgärder som vi nu presenterar är att skapa ett andrum för svensk 

flyktingmottagande. Det kräver att vi kraftigt får ner det antal personer som söker asyl och 

beviljas uppehållstillstånd i Sverige och istället få dem att söka sig till andra länder.  

 

Vi värnar rätten att söka asyl enligt internationella konventioner. Men svensk lagstiftning 

kommer att anpassas till EU:s miniminivå. Och det är med just det uttryckliga målet att få fler 

människor att välja att söka asyl i andra EU länder än Sverige. Och det är avsikten att tillfälligt 

anpassa den svenska utlänningslagen till minimikravet enligt internationella konventioner och 

EU rätten.  

 

Lagen ska gälla för de asylbeslut som fattas under perioden som lagen är giltig och det är 

tillfällig lagstiftning med en giltighet på tre år.  

 

Det innebär bland annat tidbegränsade uppehållstillstånd för alla skyddsbehövande utom 

kvotflyktingar. 

 

Undantag från detta görs för barn och deras familjer som registrerat sin ansökan innan de här 

förslagen presenterades och som fortfarande vistas i Sverige. För dem gäller de befintliga 

reglerna förutsatt att barnen vid beslutstillfället fortfarande är under 18 år.  

 

 

Rätten till anhöriginvandring begränsas för skyddsbehövande med tidsbegränsade tillstånd 

och vi skärper också försörjningskraven. De så kallade övriga skyddsbehövande har inte rätt 

till uppehållstillstånd. Bestämmelserna av uppehållstillstånd på grund av synnerligen eller 

särskilt ömmande omständigheter ska ersättas med bestämmelser som medger att 

uppehållstillstånd kan beviljas av humanitära skäl i vissa mycket begränsade undantagsfall. 

Och vi kommer också finna en ordning så att medicinsk åldersbestämninga av asylsökande kan 

tillämpas.  

 

Varsågod Åsa Romson. 

 

Tack. Vi har som regering under den här processen. Under den här svåra hösten fattat redan 

en rad svåra beslut för att leda Sverige i den kris, som är en kris ursprungligen i form av en 
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flyktingström i världen, med en kris där människor flyr undan terror, våld och hot i länder där 

vi jobbar oerhört internationellt för att lösa den situationen. 

 

Vi gör nu steg som värnar den internationella asylrätten, men precis som stadsministern precis 

sa, det smärtar mig, jag tror att det smärtar oss båda som företrädare för våra partier att inse 

att den situation som vi har idag är inte hållbar. Och det är därför vi också är överens om att ta 

till extra ordinära åtgärder för att tillfälligt säkerställa att fler asylsökande i Europa söker i 

andra länder än Sverige.  

 

För att ge ett andrum i mottagningskapaciteten i Sverige. I de kommuner, i de statliga 

myndigheter, i de frivilligorganisationernas viktiga kämpande arbete för att kunna stärka och 

bygga kapaciteten. Det krävs i dessa dagar fler svåra beslut än de vi hittills har tagit. Vi som 

regering är redo att fatta dem för att ta ansvar för Sverige, ansvar för det Sverige där flyktingar 

ska kunna få skydd enligt internationell rätt. Där invandrare ska kunna etablera sig och vara 

med att bygga ett starkt Sverige där etableringen ska fungera.  

 

Vi avser därför att precis som stadsministern presenterat, att tillfälligt ha en lagstiftning som 

lägger asylkraven på en miniminivå. Vi avser också i syfte att säkerställa att fler i Europa söker 

asyl i andra EU länder att införa ID kontroller på samtliga kollektiva transportsätt till Sverige 

från kontinenten. Det handlar om kontroller på färjan, liksom de kontrollerna vi redan infört 

på färjorna från Tyskland, regeringen avser nu att även införa dem på färjan mellan 

Helsingborg och Helsingör samt på både tåg och busstrafik över Öresundsbron. 

 

Sverige har, som stadsministern precis påpekat, tagit emot fler asylsökande än någonsin 

tidigare, 80 000 på bara två månader. För en mycket kort period är det mycket människor som 

idag ska tas om hand på ett bra sätt i Sverige. Den här perioden i Sverige kommer att vara en 

stolthet för oss när historien skrivs.  

 

När myndigheter varnar för liv och hälsa. När vi kommer till den gränsen. När Sverige inte 

längre kan säkerställa ett grundläggande mottagande, ja då måste fler länder kliva fram. Och 

det är vi som regering beredda att göra allt som står i vår makt för att säkerställa att det blir så. 

 

Vi inför de här åtgärderna för att vi tror på ett humanitärt flyktingmottagande som också 

fungerar. Där behöver Europa kliva fram och där stärka kapaciteten in våra 

mottagningssystem.  
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Därför vill vi göra dessa tillfälligt kraftfulla åtgärder. Dem innebär att vi värnar om den 

internationella asylrätten så att människor får fortsatt möjlighet att söka asyl i Sverige och få 

sin sak prövad. Samtidigt vill vi tillfälligt skärpa vår lagstiftning för att få andra länder att kliva 

fram och ta ansvar. Det är viktigt för miljöpartiet att värna om de barn och barnfamiljer som 

redan finns i Sverige och att de undantas från de nya oerhört drastiska reglerna.  

 

Samtidigt är det oerhört viktigt att stärka Sveriges kapacitet på en rad områden. Många 

kommunala verksamheter är hårt ansträngda och står inför stora prövningar. Det gäller 

framförallt Socialtjänsten, skolan, barnomsorgen, traumavården, tandvården. Det fortsatta 

arbetet måste därför från regeringens sida vara  prioriterat att värna välfärdens verksamheter, 

vilket regeringen också avser att möta.  

 

En stor utmaning är att möta en växande befolkning under så här kort tid och det behov på 

bostäder som det medför. Här krävs fortsatt starka insatser. Och fler insatser. Även insatser 

som gör att nyanlända snabbare kan komma i arbete behöver genomföras. För Sverige står för 

tolerans och med ett mycket stort flyktingmottagande följer ett behov av insatser också för att 

bekämpa rasism och diskriminering.  

 

I enlighet med det kommer regeringen bland annat att värna välfärdens verksamheter och  

tillskjuta resurser till kommunsektorn. Vi genomför en offensiv för att bekämpa rasism och 

diskriminering. Vi behöver genomlysa ytterligare förslag och fler förslag för att bidra till att fler 

bostäder byggs i syfte att vidta ytterligare åtgärder på bostadsområdet.  

 

Statliga hyresgarantier ska i detta särskilt analyseras. Och möjligheterna för myndigheter som 

specialfastigheter och fortifikationsverket att bidra till bättre försörjning för asylboenden 

måste prövas.  

 

Vi ska ta fram kostnadseffektiva förslag som bidrar till ett ökat användande av privatbostäder 

i flyktingmottagandet. Vi har sett att kapaciteten hos det svenska folket att vara med och hjälpa 

till i den här situationen, och att se att etableringsinsatser är viktiga tas om hand.   

 

Vi strävar efter att förenkla socialtjänstens handläggning av ensamkommande barn att finna 

mer kostnadseffektiva boendelösningar samt att bidra till att stärka rekryteringen av 

socialsekreterare. Länsstyrelserna behöver stödja kommunerna i deras uppdrag kring 

ensamkommande barn. Socialstyrelsen bör uppdatera ett riktat stöd till socialtjänst, 

familjehem och vårdgivare rörande handläggningen om de ensamkommande barnen och deras 

behov under placeringstiden. 
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Det här är särskilt med åtgärder för att minska belastningen på de kommuner som tar allra 

flest ensamkommande barn. Det är viktigt för att socialtjänsten i de kommunerna också ska 

fungera. Regeringen är oerhört orolig över de rapporter som kommer därifrån.  

 

Vi vill verka för att de lagar och regler som styr kommunernas hantering av mottagandet kan 

anpassas till den nuvarande situationen. Där har kommun- och landstingssverige varit en livlig 

och engagerad samtalspart under hela den här krisen och vi fortsätter att hålla en stark dialog 

för att lösa dem knutar som man ser från kommun Sverige. Det är viktigt att se att det arbetet 

görs där 

 

Och vi vill även genomföra insatser för att stärka entreprenörskap bland nyanlända och 

reformer inom tjänstesektorn som ökar utbudet av enkla tjänster. Det är en lista över åtgärder 

som naturligtvis kan komma att förlängas i behoven av att öka kapaciteten i det svenska 

mottagningssystemet för god mottagning och god etablering.  

 

Vi behöver säkerställa också att polisen och migrationsverket har tillräckliga resurser för att 

genomföra sina arbetsuppgifter.  

 

Löfven: 

 

Ja, de här förslagen nu som vi har berättat om har jag då idag meddelat ordföranden för 

Europiska rådet, Donald Tusc, och också den nuvarande ordföranden landet Luxemburg 

premiärminister Savier Vitell. Jag har pratat med Tysklands förbundskansler Angela Merkel 

och Danmarks stadsminister Lars Löcke Rasmussen. Jag har också fört en dialog med EU 

kommissionen så att budskapet från Sverige är tydligt framfört.  

 

Det långsiktiga arbetet i EU kommer att fortsätta. Det är nödvändigt men det här är 

regeringens förslag nu för att skapa andrum i svenskt flyktingmottagande här och nu. Vi söker 

bredast möjliga politiska stöd för de här åtgärderna i ett sånt här allvarligt läge. Vi kommer 

därför nu att bjuda in de partier som ingick i den förra migrationspolitiska överenskommelsen 

till samtal. De samtalen kommer att ledas av arbetsmarknadsminister Ylva Johansson och 

migrationsminister Morgan Johansson från regeringens sida.  

 

 

Regeringen kommer också att kalla utrikesnämnden till sammanträde. Vi behöver snabbt lätta 

på trycket i det svenska mottagningssystemet så att vi kan ta emot de människor som kommer 
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hit på ett värdigt sätt och ge dem de bästa förutsättningarna att komma in in vårat svenska 

samhälle.  

 

Jobbet är långt långt ifrån över. Tvärt om. Det kommer att krävas ett enormt arbete. Ett stort 

arbete under den här kommande tiden det kommer att krävas för att skapa trygghet och 

säkerhet i dagens värd. För att få fram ett långsiktigt hållbart omfödelningssystem i Europeiska 

unionen och inte minst ett arbete för dem som har beviljats asyl och väljer att stanna i Sverige. 

Bara för att klara mottagandet av dem som redan kommit till Sverige så är det så viktigt med 

de insatser som stadsrådet Romson just presenterat, kapaciteten i det svenska mottagandet 

måste höjas. Och det kommer att ställas krav på nya bostäder, fler utbildningsplatser, starkare 

skolor och större välfärd.  

 

Det finns ett sätt att ta sig ur detta, komma bra igenom detta, det är att arbeta. Se till att 

människor arbetar. Alla som jobbar ska jobba och det kommer att krävas investeringar för att 

det ska bli möjligt på ett bra sätt. Och i den miljön så är det viktigt med de blocköverskridande 

överenskommelserna som har slutits hittills. Som har växt fram under de senaste månaderna. 

De blir ännu viktigare. Sverige behöver reformer. Vi behöver investeringar. Vi behöver nya 

samarbeten för att hålla ihop som land och gå stärkta ur det här tillsammans, och det är också 

så, och det är Sverige allra bäst på, om vi samarbetar på riktigt så är det få saker som vi inte 

klarar, och vi kommer att klara det här också. 

 

 

Sammanfattningsvis, Sverige har gjort och gör en enorm insats för människor som är på flykt 

undan krig och konflikter. Det ska vi vara oerhört stolta över. Men den nuvarande situationen 

är däremot ohållbar. Det bekräftas från de rapporter vi får från både myndigheter, kommuner 

och andra. Därför behöver vi kraftigt minska antal asylsökande som kommer till Sverige. Av 

det skälet vill vi tillfälligt anpassa den svenska lagstiftningen till minimikraven enligt 

internationella konventioner och EU rätten så att fler väljer att söka asyl i andra EU länder. 

Och vi har som land ansträngt oss till vårt allra allra yttersta. Nu behöver svensk 

flyktingmottagande ett andrum 

 

Med det så är vi beredda att svara på era frågor. Varsågoda.  

 


